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PREFACE 

This manual describes the functions and features of the 
Perkin-Elmer 08/32 COPY' program, part number 03-215, and replaces 
publication number 29-676. OS/32 COPY' allows users to copy, 
verify, and display data from disk files or devices. 

Users of OS/32 COPY' should be familiar with the operation of 
Perkin-Elmer 08/32 and MrrM. Users who are working with labelled 
tapes must also be familiar with the TAPE LABELLER program, part 
number 03-149. 08/32 COPY' executes as a user task under 08/32 
MT4.l or higher. 

Chapter 1 provides a general overview of the program's 
capabilities. Chapter 2 explains loading and starting 08/32 
COPY, and mode of operation. Chapter 3 is intended for the new 
user and explains the fundamentals of copy, verify, and display 
operations. Chapter 4 provides complete information about the 
commands that are introduced in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 lists and 
explains the messages produced by 08/32 COPY. The appendixes 
provide: a summary of co~nands; information required for 
establishing OS/32 COPY' as a task under 08/32; a table of device 
characteristics; tape label format information; TAPE LABELLER 
program information. 

Revision 00 includes the following: addition of a HELP command; 
a list of recommended blockin9 factors for transferring data to 
magnetic tape; addition of comment statement support; addition of 
two new file types, extendable contiguous and nonbuffered 
indexed, to the ALLOCATE command; and addition of the VERR=Count 
option to the OPTION command. 

For information on the contents of all Perkin-Elmer 32-bit 
manuals, see the 32-Bit Systems User Documentation Summary_ 
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CHAPTER 1 
OS/32 COpy OVERVIEW 

1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OS/32 COpy 

irhe OS/32 COpy program provides OS/32 users wit.h a comprehensive 
copy utility to use in an OS/32 or 05/32 Multi-Terminal Monitor 
(MTM) environment. 

05/32 COpy supports: 

• media independent copy 
between two files 
character ist. ics, 

operations, 
or devices 

prov id i.ng data 
of like or 

transfer 
unlike 

• a verify operation providing the user with the ability to 
guarantee the integrity of data copied, 

• standard IBM/ANSI magnetic tape labels, allowing 
unblocked or blocked, labelled input or output tapes, 

• blocked or unblocked magnetic tapes without tape labels, 

either 

• a basic set of commands which give the user the capability to 
spectfy simple directives; e.g., COpy FILEA,FILEB; where the 
program automatically allocates the output file with the 
appropriate characteristics, and 

• an optional set. of commands which provide added flexibility 
that allows the user to uniquely determine the characteristics 
of the file being allocated; e.g., OUTPUT FILEB, file 
characteristics ... COPY FILEA,FILEB. 

05/32 COpy also provides commands which allow: 

• portions of files to be copied, 

• explicit allocation, renamincJ, and deletion of files, 

• display of file data in hexadecimal format, and 

• explicit file pOSitioning. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 2 
GETTING STARTED 

This chapter discusses the steps required to make OS/32 COpy 
operational in your system: loading and starting the program are 
explained; interactive and batch operations are discussed. 

If you are using a multi,-terminal monitor (MrrM) system, it is 
assumed that you are familiar with the SIGNON/SIGNOFF procedures 
required to use the system. 

2.2 LOADING OS/32 COpy 

To make OS/32 COpy operational, it must be established as a task 
prior to loading. See Appendix B. Once established, it must be 
loaded from an external storage device (e.g., disk, tape) into 
memory and can be subsequently started through the s'rART command. 
In this discussion, assume that OS/32 COpy has been established 
as a task and is stored on disk under the filename COPY32.TSK. 

Following are examples showing how to load OS/32 COpy in an OS/32 
and an MTM environment. In the examples, the u*" which is 
output by the system, indicates that the system is ready to 
accept a command from the user. 

OS/32 Environment: 

• In the OS environment you enter the LOAD command followed by 
the TASK command. The TASK command is required to set COPY32 
as the currently selected task. For example: 

• 

*LOAD COPY32"seg-size increment 
*rrASK COPY32 

In this example, both commas 
Operator Reference Manual 
LOAD command. 

are required. See the OS/32 
for a detailed description of the 
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MTM Environment: 

Only the LOAD command is required. 

*LOAD COPY32,seg-size increment 

"seg-size increment" in the above example is an optional argument 
used to provide additional memory for COPY32 working space, thus 
generally improving response time of the program. Seg-size 
increment is a decimal integer argument which represents the 
amount of memory in kby·tes to be used for the program's working 
space. 

The record length and block size of the files being copied should 
be considered when determining the seg-size increment field. 

The seg-size increment should be greater than or equal to: 

L,.~_"I.e.c.max + 1 
1024 

Where: 

recmax is the largest input record, output record, or 
magnetic tape block size. 

Example: 

Suppose you intend to copy a magnetic tape 
records blocked 10 records to a disk file. 

containing 126 
In this case: 

byte 

input record size 1260 (i.e., block of 10 records, each 
126 bytes long) 

output record size 126 

then recmax inpuL record size 

2-2 

..2. .~_ t_.e.c.max + 1 
1024 

2*. . .12.60. + 1 
1024 

1260 

3 
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The seg ··s ize .increment is 3, a.nd the LOAD conuna.nd would be: 

OS/32: *LOAD COPY32,,3 

or 

*LOAD COPY32,3 

When copy ing cont iguous files, t~he min imum input or out.put bUf fer 
size is 256. However, copying proceeds more quickly if a large 
value for seg-size incremenL is specified. A value of 10 or 12 
is recommended for optional performance. 

2.3 STARTING 05/32 COpy 

After OS/32 COpy has been loaded, the START co~nand is used to 
begin execution of the program. 'rhe format of this command is 
the same for both the OS/32 and ~rM environments. 

rrhe Sf,PART conunand for OS/32 COpy has three opt ional arguments. 
The minimum acceptable abbreviations for each argument are 
indicated by underlining. The format, in the simplest case, is: 

where default.s are used for the command, log and list devices are 
explained below. 

Alternatively, the user may 
explicitly specifying the 
device: 

override any of the defaults by 
associated command, log, and/or list 

s'rART ,.cOMMAND=fdl ,LQG=fd2 ,LlST=fd3 

Any or all of the arguments may be specified in any order. 

When the s imp1e form of the srrART conunand is used, OS/32 COpy 
automatically uses the device CON: (e.g., Model 1100, Carousel) 
as both the conunand and the list device. 

'rhe console device (often called the terminal) is the device at 
which you enter commands to OS/32, M'rM, or OS/32 COpy. 

If the use of the console device for both command input and 
output is not appropriate for your needs, one of the alternate 
START forms can be used to specify a different device. 
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2.3.1 Command Device: COMMAND=fd1 

The parameter fdl (file descriptor 1) specifies the command input 
device. You enter commands to 05/32 COpy from the command input 
device. If a command input device is not specified, commands are 
read from the console device, CON:. 

2.3.2 Log Device: LOG=fd2 

The parameter fd2 specifies the device for recording commands and 
responses. This device is called the log device or sometimes the 
command output device. If the log device is not specified, a 
default is used, as explained below. 

The log device also receives all messages and error indications. 
The log device may be altered during program execution by using 
the LOG command. Logging may be suspended by entering the NOLOG 
command. If a disk file is specified as the log device, the file 
must already exist. 

2.3.3 List Device: LIST=fd3 

The parameter fd3 specifies the output device to be used by the 
VERIFY and DISPLAY commands. If the LIST device is not 
specified, a default is used, as explained below. The list 
device may be changed during program execution using the LIST 
command. If a disk file is specified as the list device, the 
file must already exist. 

2.3.4 START Examples 

Table 2-1 illustrates the s'rAR'r command defaults associated with 
the va.rious START commands: 

2-4 

TABLE 2-1 START COMMAND DEFAULTS 

COMMAND 

ST 

ST,LIST;:,"'PR: 

I COMMAND 
I DEVICE 

I CON: 

I CON: 

ST,C=TTY:,LO=PRl: I TTY: 

I LIST I 
IDEVICEI LOG DEVICE 

I CON: I no logging enabled 

I PR: I no logging enabled 

: TTY: : no logging enabled 

ST,C=FILE.CMD I FILE.CMD I PR: PR: 
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When the log and the list devices are the same, they share one 
logical unit, ensuring that displays are intermingled with the 
commands and messages in the order in which they occurred. 

The default device assignments are explained below in the section 
describing mode of program operation. 

2.4 COMMUNICATION WITH OS/32 COpy 

Once 05/32 COpy has been started with the s'rARfr command, OS/32 
COpy displays its program identification, followed by the greater 
than (» symbol. OS/32 COpy output.s the symbol whenever it 
expects you to enter a command: 

OS/32 COpy Rn 
> 

Where: 

Rn 

> 

is t .. he rev is ion number of the OS/COPY program 
that you are using. 

is the prompt character indication that OS/32 
COpy is ready to accept a command from the 
user. 

When you enter a command in response to the prompt character, 
COpy interprets the command and performs the specified operation. 
When execution of the operation is completed, COpy outputs the 
prompt character again. 

2.4.1 Mode of Program Operation 

Commands to 05/32 COpy may be entered interactively or in batch 
mode. 'rhe mode is determined by the command device specified in 
the START command. If the command device is interactive, the 
program executes interactively; if the command device is 
non-interactive, or is a disk file, the program executes in batch 
mode. 

The information in this manual is directed toward the user who is 
operating the program interactively. When program operation 
differs between batch and interactive mode, these differences are 
cited within the specific descriptions. 

2.4.1.1 Interactive Mode 

In interactive mode, the user enters commands from an interactive 
device. Each command is terminated by depressing the RETURN key. 
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In this case, the list device defaults to the command device, 
allowing all command responses and error messages to be output to 
the command input device. 

2.4.1.2 Batch Mode 

In batch mode, commands are input from a disk file or a 
non-interactive device. In this case, both LIST and LOG default 
to the device named PR:. All command input and all program 
messages are output to the log device. The list device is used 
for output produced by the DISPLAY and VERIFY commands. 

2.5 STOPPING OS/32 COpy 

This section describes terminating the OS/32 COpy program and 
OS/32 COpy commands. 

2.5.1 Terminating the Program 

08/32 COpy can be normally terminated by entering the command: 

END 

An abnormal termination of the program occurs only if invalid 
START arguments are encountered. 

2.5.2 Terminating a Command Operation 

Certain OS/32 COpy commands can be terminated before normal 
completion using the 05/32 SEND STOP command. When running as a 
task under OS/32, two commands are necessary: TASK taskid and 
SEND STOP. 

When running under MTM, only the SEND STOP command is required. 

In interactive mode, the next command is read. 
command entered is: 

!:ON'r I NUE 

If the next 

the interrupted operation is resumed. If any other command is 
entered, the new command is processed. 

In batch mode, the SEND STOP has no effect. 
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2.6 PAUSING THE PROGRAM 

You may cause program execution to pause by entering the conunand: 

.FAUSE 

You may now enter 05/32 or M'rM commands. Execution of COpy may 
be resumed by entering: 
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CHAPTER 3 
GUIDE TO 05/32 COPY FEATURES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter illustrates the features available to you as a user 
of OS/32 COpy and gives examples of the most commonly used 
operations. The examples assume you have loaded and started 
05/32 COpy as described in Chapter 2. 

3.1.1 Overview of 05/32 COpy Commands 

• The basic data transfer operations are accomplished by: 

COPY 
DISPLAY 
VERIFY 

Copies files and/or records 
Displays data 
Compares files and/or records 

• The basic COpy or VERIFY operations can be modified using: 

OPTIONS operands control writing filemark, binary 
format, etc. 

• Files can be explicitly described for use by COPY, DISPLAY, or 
VERIFY using: 

INPu'r 
OUTPUT 

Operands give blocking factor, record size, tape 
label information, etc. 

• Program flow is controlled by: 

CON'rINUE 
END 
PAUSE 
SEND STOP 
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• The operational environment for OS/32 COpy is controlled by: 

LIST 
LOG 
NOLOG 
START 

Designates a list device 
Designates log device 
Disables logging 
Arguments determine command input device for batch 
or interactive operation, list and log devices. 

• Information about current file assignments can be obtained by: 

FILES 

• OS/32 file management functions are provided by the inclusion 
of: 

A[.LOCATE 
DE~LETE 

RENAME 

File Positioning Commands: 

BRECORD 
FRECORD 
BFILE 
FFILE 
REWiND 
WFILE 

• Informat.ion about the use of all COpy commands can be obtained 
by: 

HELP 

3.2 FUNDAMENTAL COPY OPERATIONS 

This section describes the basic compatibilities provided by the 
COpy command. Copying to and from disk files, labelled and 
unlabelled tapes, and other devices is described. End of file, 
end of volume, end of medium, and user specified t.erminators are 
discussed. Examples of several different COpy sequences are 
given. 
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3.2.1 Copying a Disk File to Another File or Device 

To copy the contents of a disk file (fdl) to another disk file or 
device (fd2) you need only enter the command: 

COpy fdl, fd2 

For example, if the input file is FILE.CAL and the output device 
is CP:, you would enter: 

COpy FILE.CAL,CP: 

The file is then copied. When copying is completed, a message: 

EOF ENCOUN'J1ERED - n RECORD ( s) COP I ED 
COPY COMPLETE - m FILE(s) COPIED 

is output, where n is the number of '['ecoeds and m is the number 
of files copied. 

If you wish to copy to a disk file, you may explicitly allocate 
a new file or allow OS/32 COpy to automatically allocate the 
file. 

Automatic allocation of output disk files and automatic deletion 
and reallocation of disk files are discussed in later sections. 

3.2.2 Copying Unlabelled Magnetic Tapes 

This section describes OS/32 COpy 
magnetic tapes. For a description 
magnetic tapes, see Section 3.2.3. 

operations on unlabelled 
of operations on labelled 

3.2.2.1 Copying to Unlabelled Magnetic Tapes 

To copy the contents of a disk file to an unlabelled magnetic 
tape, you may enter a single command: 

COpy fdl, fd2 

Here fdl is the file descriptor (fd) of the input disk file and 
fd2 is the fd of the magnetic tape drive containing the 
unlabelled magnetic tape. For example, you might enter: 

COpy A.CAL,MAGl: 
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The data copied to the tape has the same record length as the 
input data, and is not blocked. 

If you want the data on the output tape to be blocked, you can 
specify the record length and block size using the OUTPUT 
command. In this case, the appropriate OUTPUT command would be 
in the form: 

OUTPUT fd,lrec/blk 

Here fd is the fd of the magnetic tape drive, lrec is the record 
length in bytes of the data, and b1k is the blocking factor, 
i.e., the number of records in a block. 

'ro decrease the possibility of errors in a data transfer to 
magnetic tape, the recommended blocking factors are: 

TAPE 
RECORDING 

DENSITY 

800 bpi 
1600 bpi 
6250 bpi 

RECOMMENDED 
BLOCKING 

FACTOR 

12.5k 
25.0k 

100.Ok 

Using larger blocking factors than those recommended gains little 
additional storage space and results in an insignificant 
reduction in processing time. However, it does increase the 
probability of data transfer errors that result in verify errors. 

It is possible to avoid entering the fd of the magnetic tape 
drive twice. This is explained in Section 4.3.3. 

3.2.2.2 Copying from Unlabelled Magnetic Tapes 

When the input data resides on an unlabelled magnetic tape, you 
may use the INPUT command to enter the record length and blocking 
factor of the data if the default values are not suited to your 
needs. The defaults are 80 byte records and a blocking factor of 
1. 

'rhe INPUT command has the same form as the ou'rpUT command: 

INPUT fd,lrec/b1k 

Here fd is the fd of the magnetic tape drive, lrec is the record 
length, and b1k is the blocking factor. The default for b1k is 
1. 
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Suppose you are copying data from an unlabelled tape mounted on 
MAG2: to a printer named PRT:. If the tape file consists of 120 
byte records blocked 5 records per block, you can copy the data 
to the printer by entering: 

INPUT MAG2:,120/5 
COPY MAG2:,PRT: 

3.2.2.3 Copying Between Unlabelled Tapes 

If you want to copy between unlabelled tapes, you can use both 
the INPUT and the OUTPUT commands. To copy the data on ~AG2: 
consisting of 120 byte records, blocked 5 records per block, to 
a tape mounted on MAGI: where the output data is unblocked, 
enter: 

INPUT MAG2:,l20/5 
OUTPUT MAGl:,l20 
COpy MAG2:, MAGI: 

3.2.2.4 Default Values 

You can take advantage of default values for record length and 
block size to avo id enter ing the INPUT or ou'rpUT conunands. If 
you omit the INPUT conunand, OS/32 COpy assumes that data on an 
input tape is in the form of unblocked 80 byte records. If you 
omit the OUTPUT conunand, the record length of output data 
defaults to that of the input data; the blocksize is I unless the 
input is blocked. In this case, the blocking factor on output is 
the same as on input. 

3.2.2.5 More Examples 

Example: 

Suppose you want to copy the contents of file A.PRT to magnetic 
tape on MAGI:. The input file consists of 120 byte records. The 
output data is to be unblocked 120 byte records; the conunand is: 

COPY A.PRT: ,MAGI: 

In this case, no INPUT conunand is required because the record 
size associated with the disk file A.PRT is used. No OUTPUT 
conunand is required because the defaults are desired (i.e., a 
blocking factor of 1, a record size equal to the input data). 
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Suppose you are copying data from an unlabelled tape mounted on 
MAG2: to a printer named PRT:. If the tape file consists of 120 
byte records blocked 5 records per block, you can copy the data 
to the printer by entering: 

INPUT MAG2:,120/5 
COPY MAG2:,PRT: 

3.2.2.3 Copying Between Unlabelled Tapes 

If you want to copy between unlabelled tapes, you can use both 
the INPUT and the OUTPUT commands. To copy the data on lv1AG2: 
consisting of 120 byte records, blocked 5 records per block, to 
a tape mounted on MAG1: where the output data is unblocked, 
enter: 

INPUT MAG2:,120/5 
OUTPUT MAG1:,120 
COPY MAG2:, MAG 1 : 

3.2.2.4 Default Values 

You can take advantage of default values for record length and 
block size to avo id enter ing the INPu'r or ourrpUT commands. If 
you omit the INPUT command, OS/32 COpy assumes that data on an 
input tape is in the form of unblocked 80 byte records. If you 
omit the ou'rpUT command, the record length of output data 
defaults to that of the input data; the blocksize is 1 unless the 
input is blocked. In this case, the blocking factor on output is 
the same as on input. 

3.2.2~5 More Examples 

Example: 

Suppose you want to copy the contents of file A.PRT to magnetic 
tape on MAGI:. The input file consists of 120 byte records. The 
output data is to be unblocked 120 byte records; the command is: 

COPY A.PRT: ,MAG1: 

In this case, no INPUT command is required because the record 
size associated with the disk file A.PRT is used. No OUTPUT 
command is required because the defaults are desired (i.e., a 
blocking factor of 1, a record size equal to the input data). 
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Example: 

Here you want to copy the input file on MAGI: to the tape on 
MAG2:. The data is blocked eight 126 byte records to a block and 
the output data is to be blocked the same way. The command is: 

INPUT MAGl:,126/8 
COpy MAGI:, MAG 2 : 

In th.i.s case, an INPUT command is required to specify the desired 
record and block sizes. No OUTPUT command is required because 
the defaults are desired (i.e., the record length and block size 
of the input data). 

3.2.3 Copying Labelled Magnetic Tape 

Using 05/32 COpy you can copy to or from labelled tapes. Tape 
labels may be in either IBM or ANSI format. 08/32 COpy copies 
single file multi-volume tapes. It does not support multi-file 
labelled tapes. For a description of labelled tape formats, see 
Appendix D. 

To use labelled tapes, use the INPUT or ou'rpUT command to enter 
necessary label and tape handling information followed by a COPY, 
VERIFY, or DISPlAY command. 

output labelled tapes must first be prepared by using the Tape 
Labeller program. See Appendix E for the operation of the Tape 
Labeller program. 

3.2.3.1 Copying from Labelled Tapes 

In order to copy data from a labelled tape, use the INPUT command 
to enter info~mation about the tape file. 

You must enter the fd of the tape drive on which the tape is 
mounted and the keyword LABEL. 

If you enter a record length and blocking factor, these 
parameters are compared to those written on the tape label. A 
mismatch causes the COPY, VERIFY, or DISPLAY operation to be 
rejected. 

Similarly, you can enter a file identifier and a set of volume 
identifiers (ids). If you do, they are checked against the label 
and a mismatch causes the COPY, VERIFY, or DISPLAY operation to 
be rejected. If you omit one or both of these parameters, the 
corresponding information on the tape label is ignored. 
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Format: 

.INPUT fd k lrec [fblk]G LABEL] C F'NAME=fn] 
G VOLID= (nl, ... )] [, PAD=xx] 

Where: 

fd 

lrec 

blk 

LABEL 

fn 

n1 

xx 

is the fd of the tape drive. 

is the record length. 

is the blocking factor. 

signifies that the input tape is labelled. 

is the file identifier of the tape file, from 
1- to 17-character alphanumeric string. 

is from 1- to 6-alphanumer ic characters. If 
more than one volume id is listed, the ids are 
separated by commas and enclosed in 
parentheses. The parentheses may be omitted 
for a single tape volume. The input tape 
volumes must be mounted in the order indicated 
by the list of volume ids. 

are two hexadecimal digits used to specify the 
pad character. A record of all pad characters 
will be ignored. The default is FF. 

The fd of the tape drive must be the first parameter entered. 
The other parameters may be entered in any order. If you must 
use more than one I ine to entel~ all the data, you may do so. A 
line whose last nonblank character is a comma is assumed to be 
continued on the next line. You can enter as many as 20 volume 
ids in addition to other parameters by using continuation lines. 

Example: 

Suppose you want to copy a labelled tape file residing on a 
single tape volume to a disk file. The record length of the 
input file id is 256 and the file id LA.BDATA. You do not want to 
check the volume ida The following sequence of commands can be 
used: 

A.LLOCATE LAB. D'rA, IN, 256 
INPUT MAGI:,LABEL,FNAME=LA.BDATA 
COpy MAGI:, LAB. D'rA 
RE:WIND OUTPUT 
VERIFY 
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Note that the labelled tape is automatically rewound. 

The last two commands are only required if you wish to verify 
that the data was copied correctly. 'rhe ALLOCATE command could 
have been omitted and COpy would have automatically allocated an 
indexed file with the proper record length. See below for 
details on automatic allocation of output files. 

Example: 

Suppose you want to copy a labelled tape file to cards using the 
card punch CP:. The tape file has no file name and you do not~ 
know 'the volume id, but you do want to check that the input data 
consists of 80 byte records blocked 15 to a block. 

Enter: 

INPUT MAG3:,80/l5,LABEL 
COPY MAG3:,CP: 
VERIFY MAG3:, CR: 

Here, again, the VERIFY is optional. The device CR: is a card 
reader which is loaded with the cards punched during the COpy 
operation. 

Example: 

Data file BIGJOB resides on three tape volumes whose volume ids 
are 606100, 606101, 606102. You want to copy the data to an 
unlabelled tape. 'rhe record length of the data is 120 bytes; you 
want to block the output data 50 records per block. Enter the 
following commands: 

INPUT MAGl:,LABEL,FNAME=BIGJOB, 
VOLID=(606100,606l0l,606l02) 
OUTPUT MAG2:,120/50 
COpy 

Note that no arguments are used with the COpy command since both 
the i.nput and output files are previously established. When the 
first volume has been copied, a message is output: 

MOUN'r Nf~XT VOLUME 606102 ON INPUT FOR MAG1: 
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The input tape is automatically rewound. You should now mount 
the next volume and enter the CONTINUE command to resume copying. 

If OS/32 COpy is executing in batch mode, it pauses after the 
above messages are output. When the operator enters CON'rINUE, 
the copy operation is resumed. 

The same procedure is followed when the second volume has been 
copied. 

3.2.3.2 Output Labelled Tapes 

'rhe Tape Labeller program must; be used to initially create a 
labelled tape before it can be used for output. The operation of 
this program is described in Appendix E. 

Writing labelled tapes is similar to reading them; but there are 
several more parameters to consider. 

'rhe format of the OUTPUT command used with labelled tapes is as 
follows: 

Format: 

OJJTPUT fd G lrec [!blk II C LABEL] [, FNAME=fnJ 
G EXP I RY=yydddj G VOLID= (nl, ... )] G PAD=xx] 

Where: 

fd 

LABEL 

lrec 

blk 

fn 
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is the fd of the tape drive on which the tape 
is mounted. 

signifies that the output tape is labelled. 

is the record length; if omitted the default 
is the same as input record length. 

is the blocking factor; if omitted, the 
default is 1, unless the input is a tape, in 
which case, it defaults to the input blocking 
factor. 

is the file id, a 1-
alphanumeric sequence. 
filename field in the tape 
with blanks. 

to l7-character 
If omitted, the 
label is filled 
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yyddd 

xx 

nl 

Example: 

is the expiration date expressed as a two
digit year and a three-digit day. If the ~ 
expiry date is supplied, it is compared to the 
date in the expiry date field in the label. 
If the specified date is less than the tapes 
expiry date, a message is logged and the 
command is terminated. Otherwise, the new 
expiry date is written on the label, and the 
current date is inserted in the creation date 
field. 

are two hexadecimal digits used to pad the 
last block of the output file if the number of 
records in the file is not a multiple of the 
blocking factor. The default is FF. 

is from 1- to 6-alphanumeric characters 
specifying the volume id. If there is a 
single volume id, the parentheses may be 
omitted. If more than one volume id is given, 
the list should be separated by commas and 
enclosed in parentheses. More than one 
command line can be used to enter the list of 
volids; if the last nonblank character on a 
line is a comma, the next line is treated as 
a continuation of the previous one. 

Suppose you want to copy a disk file, S.FTN, to a labelled tape. 
The input record length is 80. The output tape has volume id 
789789. 

Enter: 

ou'rpUT MAG2:, 80/10, I..ABEL, FNAME=STAPE. F'rN, 
VOLID=789789 

COpy S. F'rN, MAG 2 : 

The output data is written with a blocking factor of 10. The 
expiry date is not "checked, and the pad character is hexadecimal 
FF. 

Example: 

Suppose you want to copy a card file from card reader CR: to a 
labelled tape. 'rhis new data should remain valid until January 
1, 1989. Suppose you want to block the records 10 records per 
block and pad the last block with zeros. No filename is to be 
given to this tape file. 
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Enter: 

oU1rpu'r MAGl:, 80/10, LABEL, r.~XP I RY=89QO l, PAD~OO 
COPY CR:, MAG 1 : 
(cards are repositioned in card reader) 
VERIFY 

The last command is only required if verification is desired. If 
the date in the expiry date field of the label is later than the 
spec if ied date in the OU'fPUT conunand, a message is output and the 
command terminates. 

Example: 

Suppose you want to copy the data on a 4 volume tape file to 
another tape file. 

Enter: 

INPUT MAG 1 : ,256/10, LABEL, FNAME=B IGDA'rA, 
VOLID=(111111,111l12,111l13,111114) 

OUTPUT MAG2:,LABEL,FNAME=BIGDATA2, 
VOLID=(FREDl,FRED2,FRED3,FRED4) 

COpy 

Here the output tape uses the record length and blocking factor 
of the input data. The expiry date of the output tape is ignored 
and the pad character is hexadecimal FF. When it is necessary to 
chance either an input or an output volume, a message is output: 

MOUN'r NEXT VOLUME XXX xxx ON{ INPUT }FOR fd 
OUTPUT 

'rhe tape is automat ically rewound. When you have mounted a new 
tape (volume xxxxxx) on device fd, enter: 

CONTINUE 
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3.2.4 Copying To and From Other Devices 

If you are copying to or from devices other than magnetic tape, 
you need only enter the COpy command with input and output file 
descriptors as arguments: 

COpy fdl, fd2 

Here fdl is the input fd and fd2 is the output fd. For example, 
to copy from card reader CR: to printer PRT:, you would enter: 

COPY CR:, PR'r : 

OS/32 COpy determines the record lengths of the input and output 
devices. 

3.2.S User-Specified Terminator 

In order to terminate the COPY operation entered above, you would 
end the card deck with a card containing a terminator sequence. 
By default, this sequence is /* in columns 1 and 2 followed by 
all blanks on the rest of the card. This card is not copied. 
You can choose your own terminator sequence by using the 
TERMINATOR parameter of the OPTIONS command. For example, to 
specify the terminator characters EOF, you enter: 

OPT IONS (rERM I NATOR=EOF 

The sequence of terminator characters is 1- to 4-characters long 
with no imbedded blanks or commas. The rest of the record must 
consist of blanks. You can choose to have no terminator sequence 
at all by entering: 

OPTIONS NOTERM 

This option remains in effect until you enter anoLher OPTIONS 
command with the TERMINATOR parameter. You might choose the 
NOTERM option if you were copying data from tape or disk and you 
wanted all records to be copied until the physical end of file 
was reached. 

The TERMINATOR sequence is only checked when copying in ASCII 
mode. The mode can be set in the oprrIONS command. The default 
is Me I I mode. 
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To copy a binary file such as a task image, which should only be 
terminated by a filemark, you should copy in binary mode. To set 
binary mode, enter: 

OPTIONS BINARY 

3.2.6 Handling of End of File (EOF), End of Volume (EOV), and 
End of Medium (EOM) Conditions 

In most cases, execution of the COPY command continues until an 
end of file (EOF) is encountered on the input file. At that time 
a message is logged indicating the number of records that have 
been copied. 'rhen the next command is read from the command 
device. However, conditions such as end of volume (EOV) and end 
of medium (EOM) can interrupt or terminate the COpy conunand. 

3.2.6.1 End of File (EOF) 

The EOF condition can arise as follows, depending upon the file 
or device characteristics: 

DEVIr:E/FILE TYPE 

ASCII devices (e.g., card 
reader, printer, terminal) 

Unlabelled Magnetic Tape 

Labelled Magnetic Tape 

Indexed, non-buffered 
indexed, and extendable 
contiguous files 

Contiguous file (PSEUDO 
FILEMARK OPTION disabled) 

Contiguous file (PSEUDO 
F ILJEMARK OPTION enabled) 

EOF CONDITION 

ASCII terminator sequence 

Filemark 

EOF label 

after processing of last 
logical record 

after processing of last 
physical record 

after processing of pseudo 
filemark or last physical 
record. 

An EOM condition on contiguous files is treated as an EOF. When 
encountering an EOF condition while copying a file, OS/32 COpy 
issues the message: 

EOF ENCOlJN'rERED -n RECORDS COP I ED 
END OF MEDIUM 
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The pseudo filemark option (PSFM) determines whether filemarks 
are recognized on contiguous files. The PSFM option is enabled 
or disabled using the OPTIONS command: 

OPTIONS PSFM (to enable the pseudo filemark option) 

OPTIONS NOPSFM (to disable the pseudo filemark option) 

The default is PSFM. 

You can take advantage of the filemark option (FM/NOFM) to 
specify that an EOF indicator is to be copied. When the FM 
option is set, which is by default, an EOF indicator is written 
on the output file whenever EOF is reached on input (only if the 
output file is a disk file that supports filemarks or magnetic 
tape). If the input file is a contiguous file, end of medium on 
input is treated as EOF. 

The NOFM option is set by entering: 

OPTIONS NOFM 

When NOFM is set, no filemark is written on the output file when 
EOF is encountered on input. However, you may enter the WFILE 
command to write a filemark. 

The NOFM option is useful when you want to concatenate two data 
files. For example, to concatenate Al.DTA and A2.DTA onto a 
magnetic tape mounted on MAG2:, you would enter the following 
commands: 

OPTIONS NOFM 
COPY AI.DTA,MAG2: 
OPTIONS FM 
COpy A2.DTA,MAG2: 

The purpose of the second OPTIONS command is to cause a filemark 
to be written at the end of the data copied as a result of the 
second COpy command. The WFILE command may also be used to 
accomplish this. 

3.2.6.2 End of Volume (EOV) 

On input devices other than labelled tapes, end of volume occurs 
when two successive end of file conditions occur on the input 
file. The COpy, Vr~RIFY, or DISPLAY operation in progress is 
terminated. 
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On labelled tapes, EOV is defined on input by an EOV label. 

When r:OV occurs on input from a labelled tape, a message is 
logged: 

MOUN'r NEXT VOLUME xxxxxx ON INPU'r FOR fd 

The volume id xxxxxx names the next volume Lo be read and fd is 
the fd of the input device. The tape is automatically rewound. 

The COPY, VERIFY or DISprAY operation in progress can be 
cont inued by enter ing the CON'r INUE command or terminated by 
entering another command. If 05/32 COpy is in batch mode, it 
pauses after issuing the EOV message and continues the COPY, 
VERIFY or DISP[AY operation in progress when CONTINUE is entered. 

On output, EOV occurs only on maI;Jnetic tapes. When the end of a 
reel of tape is detected, a message is logged. For labelled 
tapes, the message is: 

.MOUNT NEXtr VOLUME xxxxxx ON oUfrpu'r FOR fd 

The volume id xxxxxx names the njext volume to be wr itten and fd 
is the fd of the output device. An EOV label is written on the 
tape and the tape is rewound. 

For unlabelled tapes, one filemark is written followed by an EOV 
id and one filemark, and the following messages are logged: 

{
COPIED } 

END OF VOLUME -n RECORDS VgRIFIED 
D[SPLAYED 

MOUNT NEXT VOLUME FOR fd 

where n is the number of records processed up to the point of 
EOV. 

'rhe COPY, VERIFY or DISPLAY operation in progress may be 
continued as described above. 

3.2.6.3 End of Medium (EOM) 

EOM can occur on input from a contiguous file or on output to 
either a contiguous or an indexed file. When reading from a 
magnetic tape, the end of tape marker is ignored and 05/32 COpy 
continues La read until it encounters an EOV condition. When 
writing to a magnetic tape, the end of tape marker is interpreted 
as EOM. 
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When 09/32 COpy encounters an EOM condition while copying from a 
contiguous file, it issues a message: 

{
COPIED } 

END OF MEDIUM - n RECORD(S) VERIFIED 
DISPLAYED 

where n is the number of records processed to the pOlnt of EOM. 
OS/32 COpy then treats the EOM condition as an EOF. The number 
of records is output only if n is greater than O. 

When 09/32 COpy encounters an EOM condition on output to a disk 
file, it treats the condition as an input/output (I/O) error. 

3.3 MORE ELABORATE COPY OPERATIONS 

This section explains: implicit specification of input and 
output files; copying multiple files or part of a file; automatic 
allocation of output files; using protection keys for disk files; 
and variable length record processing. 

3.3.1 Implicit Specification of Input and Output Files 

When you enter an fd by using the INPUT command or by specifying 
the fd as the first parameter of the COpy, DISPLAY, or VERIFY 
commands, you establish this file as the current input file. 
Until anot.her fd is entered as the first parameter in one of 
these commands, this file remains the input file. 

Similarly, by entering an fd using the OUTPUT conunand, or as 
second parameter of the COpy or VERIFY command, you establ.ish a 
file as the current output file. 

Once a file has been established as the input file or output 
file, you can enter it implicitly in the commands INPUT, OUTPUT, 
COPY, VERIFY, and DISPLAY by entering an asterisk (*). 

For examp Ie, suppose you want to copy a tape mounted on MAG 1 : t,o 
pr inter PRjr:. The data on the tape is in the form of 120 byt.e 
records blocked 15 records per block. You would enter: 

INPUT MAGl:,120/15 
COpy *,PRT: 

The fi.rst command establishes MAG1: as the input file as well as 
descr i.b ing the input data. rrhe aster isk in the COpy command 
implicitly refers to MAGI:. By enter ing PRT: in the COpy 
command, you have est,ablished PRT: as the output file. You may 
use an asterisk to implicitly designate this output file in 
subsequent commands. 
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For example, suppose there is a second data file on the tape 
mounted on MAGl: which consists of 80 byte records blocked 10 to 
a block. Since both the input and output files have already been 
established, you can copy the data to the printer by entering: 

INPUT *,80/10 
COpy *,* 

In case both input and output files are designated by asterisks 
and no other arguments are to be entered, you can omit all 
arguments. In this case, the above sequence could be: 

INPUT *,80/10 
COpy 

The use of asterisks to implicitly designate files is optional. 
You may enter fds whenever t.hey are appropr iat.e. OS/32 COpy 
determines whether a new input or out.put file is established and 
does not reassign the input or output logical unit (lu) if the 
current file is being referenced. 

If you want to use the current output file as an input file, or 
the current. input file as the output file, it may be necessary to 
precede the COPY, VERIFY, or DISPLAY command with an INPUT or 
ou'rpurr command, wh ichever is appropr iate. The INPUT or ou'rpUT 
command is necessary if the specified file has attribut.es other 
than the default attributes. For example: 

OUTPUT DATA.Rl,256 
COPY MAG 1: , DA'rA. RI 
INPUT DA'rA. Rl, 256 
DISPLAY DATA.Rl 

allows you to display the contents OATA.Rl. 

3.3.2 Copying Multiple Files wit.h a Single Command 

An unlabelled magnetic tape may contain any number of data fLIes 
separated by single filemarks. The end of a tape volume is 
signified by a filemark, an EOV indicat.or, and a filemark. 

By using the NFILES parameter of the COpy file or VERIFY command, 
you can copy or verify several files on a tape, or all files on 
a tape volume. One restriction on copying multiple files is that 
they must all have the same recot'd ~ength and blocking factot:. 
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The NFILES parameLer may also be used to copy several files 
contained in a contiguous file and separated by pseudo filemarks, 
or to copy a number of ASCII files on any medium where a 
terminator sequence is specified as a filemark. 

'rhe formats of the COPY and VERIFY commands with the NFILES 
parameter are: 

COPY fdl,fd2,NFILES=n 
VERIFY fdl,fd2,NFILES=n 

n can be a decimal integer or the keyword M~L. 

When n is an integer, copying or verifying continues until the 
specified number of files has been processed, or until an EOV is 
encountered, whichever comes first. If ALL is entered, copying 
or verifying continues until EOV is encountered. 

Example: 

All files on a tape mounted on MAGl: are to be copied to a tape 
mounted on MAG2:. All the files consist of 256 byte records 
blocked 5 records to a block. The output data is to be 
unblocked. 

r:nter: 

INPUT MAG1:,256/5 
OUTPUT MAG2:,256 
COpy *,*,NFILES=ALL 

The asterisks are required because of the presence of the NFILES 
parameter. 'rhe use of the asterisks is explained above. 

In order to verify the files copied above, enter: 

REWIND INPUrr 
REWIND OUTPUT 
VERIFY *,*,NFILES=ALL 

3.3.3 Copying Part of a File 

By using the NRECS parameter along with the file positioning 
commands, you may copy or verify a portion of a file. The NRECS 
parameter may not be used with labelled tapes. 
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'rhe formats of the COpy and VERIFY commands wi.th the NRECS 
parameter are: 

COpy fdl,fd2,NRECS=n 
VERIFY fdl,fd2,NRECS=n 

n is a decimal integer which indicates the number of records to 
be copied. Copying or verifying continues until the specified 
number of records has been processed or until an EOF is 
encountered, whichever comes first. 

Example: 

'fo copy the first 20 records of f i1e B. CAL to PR:, enter: 

COpy B.CAL,PR:,NRECS=20 

Example: 

Suppose you want to copy and verify records 101 through 200 from 
a tape mounted on MAG1: to a tape mounted on MAG2:. The record 
length of the data is 80 and the blocking factor is 5. You 
enter: 

INPUT MAGl:,80/5 
ou'rpu'r MAG2:, 80/5 
FRECORD INPUT,20 
COPY*,*,NRECS=lOO 
BRECORD INPUT,20 
REWIND OUTPUT 
VERIFY *,*,NRECS=100 

The FRECORD command skips the f il:st 20 blocks or 100 records thus 
positioning the input tape at record 101. Similarly, the BRECORD 
command positions the input tape at record 101. 

Note that the arguments 
denote physical records 
denotes logical records. 
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3.3.4 Automatic Allocation of Output Files 

The COpy conunand can be used to allocate output files on a disk. 
If when using the COpy conunand a nonexistent output file is 
entered, OS/32 COpy will automatically perform the allocation and 
copy for you. An output file that has been automatically 
allocated by COpy will have the same attributes as the input file 
if copying is done from disk to disk. However, if copying from 
magnet ic tape to disk, and the input file is a cont iguous f i 118, 
you must allocate the output file and specify contiguous. If you 
do not, OS/32 COpy will assume an indexed file. 

Indexed files allocated by OS/32 COpy have index and data block 
sizes of 1. 

Examples: 

Disk-to-Disk: 

If you want to copy a file named FILEA.TSK to an output file of 
the sarne name on volume M30l, enter: 

COpy M300:FI[EA.TSK,M30l:FILEA.TSK 

I n t~he above example, the output file wi 11 be the same f i 1e type 
(indexed or contiguous) as the input file. 

Tape-to-Disk: 

For automatic allocation of an indexed output file with a record 
size of 256, enter: 

INPUT MAG1:,256 
COPY *,FILEA 

In the above example, COPY32 will first allocate FILEA as an 
indexed file on disk and then copy the contents of MAGl: to 
FILEA. 

For allocation of a contiguous output file with a record size of 
256, enter: 

3-20 

INPurr MAGl:, 256 
ALLOCA'rE F I LEA, CO, 100 
COPY *,FILEA 
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In the above example, tJhe ALLOCA'rE command spec if ies that a 
cont iguous (CO) file was input. I f the ALLOCAfI'E command had been 
omitted, OS/32 COpy would allocate an indexed file with the 
filename FILEA. 

You may also cause an existing output disk file to be deleted and 
reallocated. You do th is by ent.er ing the DELE'rE keyword after 
the output fd. The current output file is deleted and a new 
output file is allocated following the same rules as if the file 
had not previously existed. 

Example: 

Delete the file A.OBJ and reallocate before copying 126 byte 
records from tape. 

Enter: 

INPUT MAGl:,126 
COpy * , A . OBJ , DELE'rE 

'rhe file is reallocated as an indexed file with index and data 
block size of 1 and 126 byte records. 

If DELETE is not entered, and you name as the output file an 
existing contiguous file or an existing indexed file that 
contains one or more logical records, a message is logged: 

NON-EMPTY OUTPUT FILE 

In interactive mode, you must enter CONTINUE to have the COPY 
instruction executed. In batch mode the COpy operation is 
executed without requiring CONTINUE to be entered. 

3.3.5 Copying Disk Files with P~otection Keys 

If you want to COPY, VERIFY, or DISPLAY disk files that have 
nonzero protection keys, you must use the INPUT and OUTPUT 
commands to enter the keys so that the files can be assigned. 
'rhe format of the INPUT and OUTPUT commands in this case is: 

INPUT fd,KEYS=xxxx 
OUTPUT fd,KEYS=xxxx 

Here xxxx is the four-hexadecimal digit protection key of the 
file, fd. The file must exist when these commands are entered. 
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Example: 

Copy and verify the file IMPORT.DTA to the file IMPORT2.DTA. The 
keys of both files are E34A. 

Enter: 

INPUT IMPORT.DTA,KEYS=E34A 
OUTPUT IMPORT2.DTA,KEYS=E34A 
COPY 

3.3.6 Copying Variable Length Records 

It is possible to copy magnetic or paper tapes having variable 
length records. To do this, you enter the INPUT command with the 
fd of the tape drive, the keyword VARIABLE, and the record size 
of the largest record on the tapes. 

For example, suppose you want to copy a tape mounted on MAGI:, 
where the largest record may be 256 bytes, to a disk file, 
EXTM.FOO, you enter: 

INPUT 
COPY 

MAGl:,256,VARIABLE 
MAG 1 : , EXjfM. FOO 

The records a.re read from MAG1: and written to EXTM.FOO; each 
record on EXTM.FOO is 256 bytes long. Each output record is 
padded with the current "fill" character. The fill character is 
initially X I 20' and can be changed at any time by entering: 

OPjrIONS F ILL=xx 

where xx is the hexadecimal representation of the desired fill 
character. 

You may also copy variable length records to a device which 
supports variable length records. Suppose you want to copy 
reco~ds from a magnetic tape, where the largest record is 80 
bytes, to paper tape, you enter: 

INPUT 
ou'rpu'r 
copy 

MAGI: ,80, VAR IABLE 
PTRP:,80,VARIABLE 

Each output record is the same length as the corresponding input 
record. 
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trhe VAR IABLE keyword may also be used when copy ing to or from 
interactive devices. To copy from the interactive device CRT: 
to a magnet ic t.ape mounted on MG3: and have each record padded 
with asterisks, you enter: 

OPTIONS FI[L= 2A 
INPUT CRT: ,VARIABLE 
ourrpu'r MG3 : , 72 
COpy 

You would enter lines of varying length; each line is copied to 
a 72 byte record on MG3:. 'rhe magnetic tape records are padded 
out with the fill character, *, as specified in the OPTIONS 
command. I f you had not enter ed the ourrpUT command, each record 
output to MG3: would be the same length as the corresponding 
input record. Had you entered the ou'rpu'r command without a 
specified record length or with the VARIABLE keyword, each output 
record would be the same length as the corresponding input 
record. 

3.4 VERIFYING 

'rhis section explains the use of the VERIFY command, its use with 
or without a previously issued COpy command, and also the effect 
of the CONTINUE option. 

3.4.1 Verification Following a Copy Operation 

After copying a file, you may want to verify that the data was 
copied correctly. The VERIFY command allows you to do this. It 
compares the contents of two files record by record and halts if 
a pair of records is found that do not match. By using the 
CONTINUE option you may also list all pairs of records which 
differ in the two files. 

Before you can verify that the data you have copied is correct, 
you must reposition the input and output files. 

For disk files, use the REWIND cOllunand to position the files to 
the beginning. You may also use REWIND to position to the first 
file of data on the magnetic tape. For data on magnetic tape 
which begins just after a filemark, you must use both the BFILE 
and FFILE commands. Labelled tapes are automatically rewound. 
For multi-volume verification, the volumes must be remounted. 

The following examples show how to verify files following a COPY. 
Notice that the fds, once entered in the COpy command, do not 
have to be reentered. 
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Example: 

Copy and verify disk file A.CAL with B.CAL. 

COPY A.CAL,S.CAL 
REWIND INPUT 
REWIND OUTPUT 
Vr~RIFY 

Note that the output file is used as a second input file for the 
VERIFY command. 

Example: 

Copy and verify disk file A.CAL with a tape mounted on MAG2:. 
'rhe tape is at the load point at the time the first command is 
entered. 

COpy A.CAL,MAG2: 
Rr:WINO INPUT 
REWIND OUTPUT 
VERIFY 

Example: 

Copy and verify file C.CAL with the same tape used above. The 
tape is positioned just beyond the filemark ending the first file 
copied. After the COpy, the tape is backspaced two filemarks, 
followed by forwarding one filemark in order to position the tape 
to perform the verify operation. 

COpy C.CAL,* 
R~:W I NO INPUT 
SFILE OUTPUT,2 
FFILE OUTPUT 
VF~RIFY 

If a pair of records does not match when a VERIFY operation is in 
progress, the first byte found which does not match is listed 
along with the associated records formatted in hexadecimal and 
ASCII. This data is output to the list device. An EOF on one 
file that does not match the other file is also reported. 
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3.4.2 Verifying Without a COpy Command 

'ro ver ify two files which have not just been copied, you must 
explicitly name the files in the VERIFY command or in the INPUT 
and ou'rpUT commands. I n the case of disk f t les, it is only 
necessary to issue a VERIFY command: 

VER I F Y A. F 'fN , A 1. F TN 

If the input fi.le is on magnetic tape, use the INPUT command 
preceding the VERIFY command unless the default of unblocked 80 
byte records is applicable. 

Example: 

(rhe input data on MAGI: 
blocked 10 to a block. 

INPUT MAGl:,126/10 
VERIFY *,FILR.OBJ 

is in the form of 126 byte 
The output file is a disk file: 

records 

If the output file is on magnetic tape, you may need to use the 
OUTPUT command unless: the input data is also on tape and the 
record length and blocking factor of input and output data are 
the same; or, the output data has the same record length as the 
input and is unblocked. 

Example: 

The input data is in file FILR.OBJ, while the output data on 
MAG2: cons ists of 126 byte recot:ds blocked 10 per block: 

ou'rpu'r MAG2:, 126/10 
VERIFY FILR.OBJ,* 

Example: 

'rhe output data is on MAGI: and cons ists of unblocked 126 byte 
records, the same as the input flle. 

V"~RI FY FILaR. OBJ , MAG 1 : 
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3.4.3 Use of the CONTINUE/NOCONT Option 

The CONrrINUE option in the OPTIONS command controls the VERIFY 
command operation. '{ou can use the VERIFY command with the 
CONTINUE option in effect to list all pairs of input and output 
records which differ. 

When program execution begins, the NOCONT option is in effect. 
Under this option, execution of the VERIFY command terminates if 
a pair of records is found that do not match. You may, however, 
enter the command CONTINUE if you wish verification to continue 
with the next pair of records. If you want verification to 
continue until at least one of the files reaches EOF, you should 
set the CONTINUE option. 

Enter: 

OPTIONS CONTINUE 

Since verification continues until EOF, it is possible that a 
large number of records will not match and a sizable amount of 
data is written to the list file. 

3.5 DISPLAYING FILES 

The DISPIA,{ command may be used to produce a hexadecimal display 
of a file. The display is output to the list device. By 
default, the list device is the command device if you are 
entering commands interactively, or PR: if commands are being 
entered from a noninteractive device or file. 

You can change the list dey ice by enter ing the LI srr command: 

If you want to produce a hexadecimal display of a file fd, you 
would enter: 

DISPLAY fd 

Example: 

To display the contents of a disk file A.OBJ, enter: 

DISPLAY A.OBJ 
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If you want to DISPlAY a file residing on magnetic tape or a disk 
file which has nonzero protection keys, you must use the INPUT 
conunand. 

Example: 

Suppose you want to display the contents of a file of data on 
magnetic tape. The tape volume is on MAGI:; the data is in the 
form of unblocked 120 byte records. 

Enter: 

I NPU1r MAGI:, 120/1 
DISPLAY MAGI: 

Example: 

To display the contents of a file on a labelled tape with file id 
DATA.DMP, enter: 

INPUT MAG1: ,LABEL,FNAME=DAl'rA.DMP 
DISPLAY MAG1: 

If you are entering the DISPLAY command after having entered a 
COPY, VERIFY, or another DISPLAY command, and you want to display 
the file which was the input file in the previous command, you 
can enter: 

REWIND INPUT 
DISPLAY *' 

Furthermore, if you enter DISPLAY with a file descriptor as 
argument, that file becomes the new input file. Subsequent COPY, 
VERIFY, and DISPlAY commands can use an asterisk to implicitly 
designate that file. 
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The INPUT command must be used in order to display a file or 
device which has other than the default keys, record length, or 
blocking factor, and is not the current input file. 

The NFILES or NRECS parameter 
command to display multiple 
records in a file. Only one 
entered in a command, and 
labelled tapes. The format of 
these parameters is: 

Format: 

DISPLAY fd 
[

, { NF I LES =n}] 

NRECS=n 

Example: 

may be used with the DISPI~Y 
files or a particular number of 
of these parameters should be 

neither parameter can be used with 
the DISpr~Y command used with 

Suppose an unlabelled tape mounted on MAGI: contains 3 files 
separated by filemarks. The data in each file consists of 80 
byte records blocked 5 records to a block. To produce a 
formatted dump of the files, enter: 

INPUT MAGI:,80j5 
DISPLAY *,NFILES=3 

3.6 FILE POSITIONING 

A set of commands is provided which are similar to the 
commands for positioning files and writing filemarks. 
commands cannot be used with labelled tapes, except REWIND. 

OS/32 
These 

'rhe file positioning commands can only be executed for files that 
support the operation indicated by the command. 

A table of device attributes is in Appendix c. 
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frhe commands and the i r formats ar e: 

EF._ I L.E {.INPUT } ~ nJ 
QUTPUT 

liRECORD {-INPUT} E nJ 
QUTPUT 

EF II.lE {_iNPUT } [{ n }] 
QUTPUT ALL 

E.RECORD {.INPUT} Gn] 
QUTPUT 

REYiIND {.INPUT } 
QU'rpUT 

WF. ILE {LIST } [, nJ 
QUTPUT 

Backspace over a filemark 

Backspace a record 

Forward space over a filemark 

Forward space a record 

Position to beginning of file/device 

Write a filemark 

These commands can only be applied to the current input, output, 
and list files. The first file named in a COPY, VERIFY, DISPLAY, 
or INPUT command is the current input file. The second file 
named in a COpy or VERIFY command or the file named in an OU1rpUT 
command is the current output file. 

If you wish to position a file before using it in a COPY, 
DISPLAY, or VERIFY command, you must use the INPUT or OUTPUT 
command before issuing one of the file positioning commands. 

Example: 

Suppose you want to write a filemark on a tape mounted on MAGI: 
before copying to the tape; you would enter: 

OUTPUT MAG 1 : 
WFILE OUTPUT 
COPY X.Y,MAGl: 
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3.6.1 Forward File (FFILE) and Backward File (BFlLE) 

These conunands skip over one or more filemarks. FFILE skips 
forward while BFILE skips backward. Filemarks on magnetic tape 
or pseudo filemarks on contiguous files are considered to be 
filemarks by these conunands. However, pseudo filemarks are 
ignored unless the PSFM option is set. A terminator string, if 
in effect, is ignored. 

The parameter n, a decimal integer, specifies the number of 
filemarks to be skipped. If omitted, the default is 1. 

Example: 

To skip over 3 filemarks on the input file and skip back over one 
filemark on the output file, enter: 

FF'ILE INPUT,3 
BFILE OUTPUT 

Conunand execution of FFILE terminates when the indicated number 
of filemarks have been skipped or when two consecutive filemarks, 
an EOF, or an EOV condition is encountered. In order to skip 
forward to the EOV, enter ALL instead of a decimal integer. 

BFILE terminates when the indicated number of filemarks has been 
skipped or when beginning of medium is encountered. 

After the execution of FFILE, the file is positioned just beyond 
the last filemark skipped. After the execution of BFILE, the 
file is positioned just before the last filemark skipped. 

This means that FFILE positions to the end of a file if no 
filemarks are encountered; BFILE positions to the beginning of a 
file if no filemarks are encountered. 

3.6.2 Record Positioning 

-rhe FRECORD and BRECORD conunands skip forward or backward over 
one or more records of the input or output files. The number of 
recoJ::ds skipped is determined by the parameter n, which i.s 
entered as a decimal integer. If n is omitted, the default is 1. 

The execution of a FRECORD or BRECORD conunand is terminated when 
the n records have been skipped or when EOF is encountered, 
whichever comes first. Terminator strings are not considered 
fi1emarks when executing these conunands. 
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Example: 

To copy record 51 through and including record 70 of file A.CAL 
to the tape mounted on MAG2:, enter: 

INPUT A.CAL 
FRECORD INPUT,50 
COpy *,MAG2:,NREC5=20 

3.6.3 REWIND Command 

Using the REWIND command, you can rewind the current input or 
output file. This command positions the file at its beginning. 

Example: 

'ro r ew ind a tape mounted on MAG2:, enter: 

ourrpUT MAG2: 
REWIND OUTPUT 

3.6.4 Writing Filemarks 

With the WFILE command, you can write one or more filemarks on 
either the list or output device. The parameter n specifies the 
number of filemarks to be written. Filemarks are written only to 
devices which support filemarks. Terminator strings are not 
written as filemarks by the WFILE command. Although the user may 
specify writing a filemark to an indexed file, a filemark is not 
actually written. This is consistent with 05/32 processing. 

Example: 

To write two EOF marks on MAG2:, enter: 

OUTPUT MAG2: 
WFILE OUTPUT,2 

3.7 OPTIONS, LIST, NOLOG, AND FILES COMMANDS 

This section describes the OPTIONS, LIST, NOLOG, and FILES 
commands. 
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3.7.1 OPTIONS Command 

By using the OPTIONS command, you can set one or more options 
which govern OS/32 COpy command execution. Once set, a 
particular option remains in effect until it is changed by a 
subsequent OPTIONS command. Also, default options are in effect 
when program execution begins. 

The form of the OP'rIONS comrnand is: 

OPTIONS optl,opt2, ... 

Here optl,opt2, ... are options; these can be entered in any 
order. Only those options which are entered are changed. The 
others remain in effect. 

Entering the OPTIONS command with no parameters causes the 
current setting of all options to be output. 

3.7.1.1 Fi1emark Recognition 

The NOFM/FM option suppresses or causes the writing of a filemark 
on the output file when EOF on input is reached. The default is 
FM. 

Example: 

Concatenate two input files onto a magnetic tape. The files are 
Al.STR and A2.STR. The record length is 80 bytes and the tape is 
to be unblocked. You would enter: 

OPTIONS NOFM 
COpy Al~STR,MAGl: 
OprrIONS FM 
COPY A2.STR,* 

Resetting the option to FM causes a filemark to be written on the 
tape when EOF is reached on A2.STR. 

3.7.1.2 ASCII/BINARY Mode 

'rhe ASCII/BINARY option sets the I/O mode. Some devices support 
only ASCII I/O while others support both BINARY and ASCII. 
Appendix C contains a table of device attributes which shows the 
modes each device supports. The default mode is ASCII. 
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3.7.1.3 Pseudo Filemark Recognition 

The PSFM/NOPSFM option determines whether or not a pseudo 
filemark (X'1313' at the beginning of a record) is recognized as 
an EOF on contiguous disk files. 

The NOPSFM option is useful when copying binary data, such as 
task images, from a contiguous file. The default is PSFM. 

Example: 

Suppose you have just established the task USEFUL.TSK, using 
LINK. To copy it to magnetic tape: 

OPTIONS NOPSFM,BINARY 
COPY USEFUL.TSK,* 

The BINARY option disables recognition of a possible embedded 
ASCII terminator sequence which might be in effect. 

3.7.1.4 Terminator Sequence 

You can use the TERMINATOR option to establish a sequence of 1-
to 4-characters as an EOF indicator for the COPY, VERIFY, and 
DISPLAY commands. The No'rERM option disables all terminator 
sequences. The ASCII option must be set in order for a 
terminator string to be recognized. The default terminator is 
/*. A record must not only begin with the terminator sequence 
but must also consist entirely of blanks beyond the terminator in 
order to be recognized as EOF. 1:'he form of the command is: 

OPTIONS TERMINATOR=xxxx 

where xxxx is a 1-
blanks or conmas 
terminator. 

to 4-charac:ter sequence without embedded 
that establishes this sequence as the current 

Enter: 

OPT IONS NO'rERM 

suppresses the current ASC I I teI'minator str ing. 
pseudo-filemarks are still recognized. 
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Enter: 

OPTIONS TERMINATOR 

causes the current terminator string to be displayed. 

Example: 

Suppose you wish to copy a deck of cards to tape. The end of the 
card deck is signalled by a card with /@ in columns land 2 and 
all blanks in columns 3 through 80. You would enter: 

OPTIONS TERMINATOR=/@ 
COPY CR:, MAGl: 

3.7.1.5 Use of CONTINUE/NOCONT 

The CONTINUE/NOCONT option determines the action of OS/32 COpy 
when, during a VERIFY operation, a mismatch occurs. Under the 
option NOCONT, which is the default, verifying halts. Under the 
option CONTINUE, verify continues until an EOF is reached. 

3.7.1.6 FILL Character Designation 

The FILL option is used when the output record is longer than the 
input record in a COpy command. In this case, the longer output 
record is padded with the FILL character. 

The default FILL character is X'20', which is the 
representation for a blank space. 

ASCI I 

You can set the FILL character to any 2 digit hexadecimal value 
by entering: 

op·rrONS F I[L=xx 

Ente'~ : 

op·rrONS FILL 

displays the current fill character in hexadecimal format. 
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3.7.2 LIST Command 

If you want to change the device used by the DISPLAY and VERIFY 
commands for output, you use the LIST command. 

Example: 

LIS''P 
DISPLAY 
REWIND 
LIS''P 
DISPLAY 

PR1: 
F ILEl 
INPUT 
PR2: 

Change the list device to PR1: 
Display F 1: LEl on PR1: 
Rewind thE~ file 
Change the list device to PR2: 
Display FILEl on PR2: 

3.7.3 LOG and NOLOG Commands 

It is possible to change the devlce to which commands and error 
messages are logged. You may also disable logging using the 
NOLOG command. If the command device is interactive, error 
messages are still wr itten to t~he command dey ice whether or not 
logging is enabled. 

Example: 

LOG PR1: Change the logging device to PR1: 

NOLOG Disable logging 

3.7.4 FILES Command 

rrhe FILES command allows you t~o display the current input, 
output, list, and log devices. The FILES command has no 
arguments. The current attributes of the input and output files 
as established by the INPUT and ourrpUT commands are also 
displayed. The format of the display is given in Chapter 4. 

3.8 BATCH OPERATIONS 

08/32 COpy operates in interactive mode when the command device 
is interactive and in batch mode when the command device is not 
int.er act~ i ve. 
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For the most part, program operation is identical in the two 
modes. The differences occur in these areas: 

1. default assignments of the list and log devices, 

2. error and EOV handling, 

3. handling of nonempty output files in the COpy command, and 

4. SEND STOP recognition. 

3.8.1 Default Assignments of List and Log Devices 

The defaults for list and log devices are 
You may issue the NOLOO command in 
logging. This results in no record 
Therefore, it is advisable to use the 
also the list device or to specify a file 

given in Chapter 2. 
batch mode to suppress 
of your batch run. 
default device which is 
or device for logging. 

3.8.2 Error and End of Volume (EOV) Handling 

Error handling is described in detail in Chapter 5. In batch 
mode, any syntax error or unsuccessful program operation othe'r 
than I/O errors to the input, output, list, or log devices causes 
termination. In case of I/O errors or EOV conditions requiring 
your attention, a message is logged to the console device and the 
program is paused. If you continue 05/32 COPY, the operation 
which was in progress when the I/O error or EOV occurred is 
resumed. 

3.8.3 Handling of Nonempty Output Files in the COpy Command 

An output file is considered nonempty if it is a contiguous file 
or if it is an indexed file and has at least one logical record. 

If you designate a nonempty file as the output file in 
interactive mode, you are warned that you may be destroying data 
in your copy operation. You may enter CONTINUE to perform the 
copy anyway. In batch mode, the copy is done without the need 
for a CONTINUE command; however, a message is logged informing 
you that you may have destroyed data. 

3.8.4 SEND STOP Processing 

SEND STOP has no effect in batch mode. 
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CHAPTER 4 
08/32 COpy REFERENCE GUIDE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter discusses OS/32 COpy file handling conm~nd syntax, 
followed by detailed descripttons of each OS/32 COpy command. 

4.2 FILE HANDLING 

Throughout this chapter, the words file and device are used 
interchangeably to mean any direct access file or nondirect 
access device which can be designated by an OS/32 file descriptor 
(fd). Occasionally, a particular kind of device or direct access 
file is indicated. This should be clear from the context and 
from designations such as disk file or magnetic tape. 

4.2.1 Current File Maintenance 

OS/32 COpy keeps track of the current input, output, list, log, 
and command files. When you enter an fd as an input. or output 
f i 1e in a command, you establ ish t~hat. fiLe as the current input 
or output file until you designate a new input or output file. 
Similarly, specifying a list or log file in the START parameters 
or in a LIST or LOG command establishes that file as the current 
list or log file until you enter a new LIs'r or LOG command. 

A file is established as the current input file by entering its 
fd as the first parameter of the INPUT, COPY, VERIFY, or DISPLAY 
commands. A file is established as the current output file by 
enter lng its fd as t~he first pal~ameter of the OUTPu'r command, or 
as the second par ameter of the COpy or VER I FY conunand. 

4.2.2 Determination of File Attl: ibutes 

Whenever possible, OS/32 COpy det~ermines the file attr ibutes of 
the input, output, list, log, and command files. These 
attributes are: record length, ASCII/BINARY input/output (I/O), 
interactive/noninteractive, capable of being rewound, support for 
filemarks, support for backspace and forwardspace for records and 
for filemarks. 
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Attributes which cannot be determined are ASCII/BINARY mode for 
files supporting both, record length and blocking factor for 
magnetic tape, block sizes and keys for disk files, and 
information pertinent to labelled tapes. There are default 
values for these attributes. You can specify other values using 
the INPUT, OUTPUT, and OPTIONS commands. 

Table 4-1 lists defaults for input files. 

TABLE 4-1 INPUT FILE DEFAULTS 

A'rTRIBUTE DEFAULT 
:================~=======~=====~~=========: 

ASCII/BINARY ASCII 
Record length 80 bytes or physical 

Blocking factor 
Keys 
Mag tape 
Labelled tapes 

File na.me 
Valid 
Expiry date 
Pad character 

record length 
1 
0000 
unlabelled 

blank 
blank 
blank 
X'FF' 

The defaults for the output file are taken from the input file 
attributes. However, a magnetic tape must be explicitly declared 
to be labelled if labelled tape handling is desired. Defaults 
for labelled tape attributes are the same on input and output. 

4.2.3 Labelled Magnetic Tape 

OS/32 COPY copies tapes with IBM or ANSI labels. Labelled 
information is entered using the INPUT and OUTPUT commands. 
the descr ipt ions of the INPUT and ourrpUT commands. 

tape 
See 

Single file/single volume and single file/multi-volume tapes may 
be copied and written. See Appendix 0 for a complete description 
of tape and label formats. 

For input tapes, OS/32 COpy verifies the filename, record length, 
blocking factor, and volume identifier (valid), if you enter the 
required values in the INPUT command. For output tapes, the 
expiration date and volid are validated if you enter the required 
values in the OUTPUT command. COpy also writes the filename, 
record length, blocking factor, and creation date on the tape. 
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Only entire files may be copied from labelled ~apes. End of file 
(EOF) labels are written on an output labelled tape at the 
conclusion of each COpy command. 

File positioning commands cannot be used with labelled tapes. 

OS/32 COpy rewinds a labelled tape at the end of each operation. 
When the end of tape volume is reached, OS/32 COpy logs a 
message: 

MOUNT NEXT VOLUME [volid] ON {l.. NPUT } FOR fd 
QUTPUT 

and rewinds the tape. 
specified. 

Volid is output if volids have been 

In batch mode, the program pauses so that you can mount the next 
tape volume. Continuing the program causes the operation in 
progress to be resumed. 

In interactive mode, you can mount another tape, and then enter 
the CONrrINUE command. If a command other than CONTINUE or PAUSE 
is entered, the current operation is terminated, and the new 
command is executed. 

4. 3 COMMAND SYNTAX 

Commands consist of a mnemonic, followed by one or more blanks, 
followed by a list of parameters. 

Command mnemonics may be abbreviated. 
of each command is indicated by 
description. 

The minimum abbreviation 
underlining in each command 

Commands may be entered in upper or lower case. 

A command is terminated by depress ing the RErrURN key in 
interactive mode or by end of record in batch mode. 

4.3.1 Continuation of Commands 

Commands may extend over more than one line. A line terminated 
by a comma is considered to be continued on the next line. The 
commands that might not f it on a single line are the INPurr and 
OUTPurr commands. These commands can require additional lines 
when several valids are entered in a single INPUT or OUTPUT 
command. 
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4.3.2 Command Parameters 

The list of command arguments consists of positional paramete'[s 
optionally followed by keyword parameters. 

The positional parameters are: 

• the input and output fd in COpy and VERIFY 

• the input fd in DISPLAY and INPUT 

• the output fd t.n OUTPUrr, and 

• all parameters in ALLOCArrE, RENAME, FFILE, BFILE, FRECORD, 
BRECORD, and WFILE. 

Keyword parameters may appear in any order after the positional 
parameters. In most cases, there are default values for keyword 
parameters. When there are default values, the keyword 
parameters may be omitted. Keyword parameter abbreviations are 
indicated by underlining. 

The following applies to the parameters: 

[] brackets indicate optional parameters. 
{} braces indicate a choice of parameters. 

4.3.3 Implicit Specification qf a File Descriptor (fd) Parameter 

If a command requires an input or output fd to be entered, and 
you wish to specify the current input or output file, you may 
enter an asterisk (*) in place of the fd. If both the current 
input and output files are to be specified, and no keyword 
parameters are to be entered, you may omit both asterisks and the 
comma. However, if you enter a keyword parameter, you must enter 
the asterisks. 

The following commands are acceptable and specify that the 
current input or output file is to be used in the commands. 
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(~Opy *, * 
COPY 
INPUT *,80/10 
COpy *,*,NRECS=20 
COpy *,MAG3: 
COPY ABC.001,* 
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'rhe following commands are unacceptable. rrhe presence of t.he 
keyword parameter, or of the fd means that an asterisk or fd must 
be entered: 

COpy "NRECS=2Q 
COpy NRECS==2Q 
COpy MAG3: 

4.3.4 Comment statements 

Comment statements can appear anywhere in the command input. 
They allow the user to include easy to read information in a 
command file. 

Comment statements must always start with an asterisk (*) in the 
first character position. It is possible to have a conunent as 
the only data on a line. 

Example: 

lit 'rHIS IS A COMMENT LINE 

lit I'r MAY APPEAR ANYWHERE IN 'rHE INPUT' 

4.4 OS/32 COpy COMMANDS 

'rhe following sect ions descr ibe each 05/32 COpy command. 
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I ALLOCATE I 

4.4.1 ALLOCATE Command 

This command allocates a contiguous, extendable contiguous (EC), 
indexed, or non-buffered indexed (NB) file on a disk. The 
command format can be one of the following: 

Format: 

ALLOCATE fd, 

Parameters: 

fd 

CONTIGUOUS 

fsi.ze 

4-6 

is the file descriptor of the device or file 
to be allocated. 

specifies that the file type to be allocated 
is contiguous. 

is a decimal number indicating file size, 
which is required for contiguous files. It 
specifies the total allocation size in 
256-byt.e sectors. This size may be any value 
up to the number of contiguous free sectors 
existing on the specified volume at the time 
the command is entered. 
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keys 

EC 

bsize 

isize 

INDEX 

lrecl 

NB 
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specifies the write and read protectlon keys 
for the file. These keys are in the form of 
a hexadecimal halfword, the left byte of which 
signifies the write key and the right byte, 
the read key. If this parameter' is om,itted, 
both keys default to O. 

specifies that the file type to be allocated 
is extendable contiguous. 

is a decimal number specifying the physical 
block size to be used for buffering and 
debuffering operations on the index file, and 
for the data blocks used for indexed, 
non-buffered indexed, and extendable 
contiguous files. When INDEX, EC, or NB is 
specified, bsize represents the block size in 
sectors of the physical data blocks containing 
the file. For INDEX files, this parameter 
cannot exceed the maximum block size 
established by the system generation (sysgen) 
procedure. For EC and NB files, this 
parameter may be any value between land 255 
inclusive. If bsize is omitted, the default 
value for INDEX files is 256 bytes (one 
sector). For EC and NB files, the default is 
64 sectors. 

is a decimal number specifying the index block 
size. For INDEX files, the default value is 
one sector (256 bytes). For EC and NB files, 
the default value is three sectors (768 
bytes). The index block size cannot exceed 
the maximum diskblock size established by the 
sysgen procedure. Neither bsize nor isize may 
exceed 255. 

specifies the file type to be allocated is 
indexed. 

is a decimal number specifying the logical 
record length of an indexed or nonbuffered 
indexed file, or a data communicat.ions device. 
It cannot exceed 65,535 bytes. Its default is 
126 bytes. It may optionally be followed by 
a slash (I), which delimits lreel from bsize. 

specifies that the file type to be allocated 
is nonbuffered indexed. 
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Functional Details: 

This command might be entered when the user wants to use as an 
output file a file other than the default output file generated 
by the COpy command. 

Examples: 

4-8 

AL THISFILE,CO,20 

Allocate a contiguous file conSisting of 20 sectors. 

AL THATONE,IN,80/5 

Allocate an indexed file consisting of 80 byte records 
blocked in S sector blocks. 

AL 'rHEOTH.ERl, IN, 80/5/2 ,M03 

Allocate an indexed file with 80 byte records, blocked S 
sectors to a data block, with 2 sectors to an index 
block, write key AA and read key 03. 

AL ANOTHER.FLE,NB,250/1 

Allocate a non-buffered indexed file with 2S0-byte 
logical records with a data block size of one sector and 
an index block size of three sectors. 
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BFILE 

4.4.2 BFlLE Command 

'rhis conunand skips backwards over one or more f i lemarks. 

Format: 

Parameters: 

INPUT 

OU'!'PUT 

n 

Functional Details: 

spec .if ies tJhat the conunand appl ies to the 
current input file. 

specifies that the conunand applies to the 
current output file. 

is a dec imal integer spec ify ing the numbc'[' of 
filemarks to be skipped. The default is 1. 

On contiguous files and magnetic tapes, BFILE skips backwards 
over filemarks. When the conunand has been executed, magnetic 
tapes are positioned just before the last filemark skipped, while 
contiguous files are positioned on the last filemark skipped. In 
either case, the next read operation returns an EOF status. When 
the file specified is an indexed file, the file is positioned at 
the beginning. 

This conunand is only valid for devices that support filemarks. 
In order for filernarks to be recognized in contiguous files, the 
pseudo filemark (PSFM) options must be set. See the OPTIONS 
command for informat ion on the PSFM opt.;. ion. 

This con~and cannot be issued for a labelled magnetic tape. 

Example: 

COpy A.CAL,MAG1: 
COpy B. CAL, MAGI: 
SF I LE OU'rpUT, 2 
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Copy a file to tape 
Copy another file 
Position before filemark 
ending first file. 
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I BRECORD 

4.4.3 BRECORD Command 

This command skips backwards over one or more records. 

Format: 

Parameters: 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

n 

Functional Details: 

specifies that the command applies to the 
current input file. 

specifies that the command applies to the 
current output file. 

is a decimal integer specifying the number of 
records to be skipped. The default is 1. 
When the file to be positioned is a blocked, 
unlabelled magnetic tape, n signifies the 
number of blocks to be skipped beginning at 
the current position of the tape. 

BRECORD skips records until n records have been skipped or until 
a filemark, end of medium (EOM), or EOF is reached, whichever 
comes first. 

This command cannot be issued for a labelled magnetic tape. 

Example: 
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COpy A.CAL,PR: 
BR.ECORD INPUT 5 
COPY *,PNCH: 

Copy file to printer 
Go back 5 records 
Punch last 5 records 
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I CONTINUE : 

4.4.4 CONTINUE Command 

'rh is command 
suspended due 
NOCON1r, the 
condition on 
interactive 
effect. 

Format: 

..co.NTINUE 

resumes the execution of a command that was 
to an I/O error, a nonverify condition under option 
SEND STOP command, or to an end of volume (EOV) 
magnetic tape. CONTINUE is only effective in 

mode. If entered in batch mode, the command has no 
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COpy 

4.4.5 COpy Command 

The COpy command copies data from the input file to the output 
file. Allor part of a single file may be copied, or more than 
one file can be copied with a single COpy command. The command 
format is: 

Format: 

CQfY { 
* } { * } lNRECS={B}! .:.::~:::::::!::::::::: 

, , 
fdl fd2 NE ILES={p::} 

~N~ 

kDELETEJ 

Parameters: 

* 
m 

fdl 

fd2 

DE~LETE 

Functional Details: 

denotes the current input or output file. 

is a decimal number up to 6 digits specifying 
the number of records to be copied. The 
default is all records until an EOF. 

is the file descriptor of the input file. 

is the file descriptor of the output file. 

is a decimal number up to 6 digits in length 
specifying the number of files to be copied or 
the word ALL ind icat ing that all files up t~o 

EOV are to be copied. The default is 1 file. 

if entered, indicates that if fd2 is an 
existing disk file, it is to be deleted and 
reallocated according to the attributes of 
fdl. 

When the input file is a disk file or fixed record length dev iCE~, 
its record length is determined by the program. When the input 
file is a magnetic tape, its record length and block size may be 
specified using the INPUT command. If the INPUT command is not 
entered, unlabelled tapes are assumed to be unblocked with a 
record length of 80 bytes. In the case of labelled tapes, this 
information is taken from the label if not specified in the INPUT 
command. 
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output file attributes are also obtained by the program. If the 
output file is a disk file which does not exist, a file of the 
same type is allocated with the same attributes as the input 
file. For indexed files, the index and data block sizes arc one. 

For magnetic tape, the record length and blocking factor may be 
specified using the OUTPUT command or the input record length is 
assumed. If the input file is blocked magnetic tape, the output 
data is blocked the same way. 

Blocked, unlabelled tapes are written with all blocks the same 
size. However, the last block of a tape file may be smaller than 
the others. 'rhis depends on the blocking factor and the number 
of records in the file. 

OS/32 COpy determines if the output file specified in an OUTPUT 
or COpy command is a contiguous file or if it is a nonempty 
indexed file. If it is either type, the following message is 
logged: 

NONf~MPTY OUTPUT FILE 

If the program is in batch mode, the COpy command is executed. 
If in interactive mode, you must enter CONTINUE to cause the COpy 
command to be executed. 

The above action only occurs the first time a file is established 
as the current output file in a. COpy command that does not 
specify DELETE. 

An ex isting file may be deleted by enter ing the DEL.ETE keyword in 
a COpy command. The specified output disk file is deleted and 
reallocated with the same file type and record length (and size 
for a contiguous file) of the input file. If the input file is 
a device, an indexed file is allocated. If the volume name is 
not specified, the default volume is used. 

The parameter NRECS specifies the number of records to be copied. 
The default is the number of records in the file. Copying stops 
if an EOF is encountered on input. 

The parameter NFILES specifies the number of files to be copied. 
The default value is one. A file is terminated by a filemark or 
by an ASCI I terminator. See the OP'rIONS command for information 
on ASCII terminators. 

Copying terminates if an EOV is encountered on input. 
defined by two consecutive fi1emarks. 

EOV is 

After each file has been copied, a message indicating the number 
of records which have been copied in that file is logged. 

If NFILES=ALL is entered, all files are copied until EOV occurs 
on input. 
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EOM processing for magnetic tapes is intended to allow you to 
conveniently copy an input file to more than one tape volume. 

When phys ical EOM is detected on an output tape and there a're 
remaining input records to be copied, a filemark and an EOV 
indicator followed by another filemark are written on the tape, 
and the tape is rewound. If it is an unlabelled tape, a message 
is logged: 

END OF VOLUME ··n RECORDS COP I ED 

where n is the number of records copied so far. 

If the tape is labelled, an EOV label is written and the tape is 
rewound. A message is logged: 

MOUNT NEXT VOLUME volid ON OUTPUT FOR fd 

where valid is the volume identifier of the next tape. It is 
output only if volids are specif ied in the OUTPu'r command. Fd is 
the file descriptor of the magnetic tape drive. 

In balch mode, the program pauses. When it is continued, copying 
resumes. Wh i Ie t~he program is paused, you can mount the next 
volume. 

In interactive mode, you can mount another tape and then enter 
CON'r INUE to cause copy ing to resume. I f you enter a command 
other than CONTINUE or PAUSE, the previous COpy is terminated. 

OS/32 COpy assumes that the last file on an unlabelled input 
magnetic tape is followed by two filemarks. When EOM is 
encountered on an input tape, COpy continues to read until an EOV 
indicator is read. EOM on a contiguous file is treated like an 
EOF on input, and as an error on output. 

When the input record length exceeds the output record length, 
the input record is truncated before it is copied or verified. 

When the input record length is less than the output recot:d 
length, the output record is padded with a fill character before 
it ic;) copied. The fill character can be set by the FILL options 
in the OPTIONS command. The default is a hexadecimal 20 (ASCII 
blank) . 
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_When the COpy command is successfully completed, a message is 
logged: 

COpy COMPLETE -n FI[£S COPIED 

where n is the number of files copied. 

Examples: 

COPY A.CAL,B.CAL 

Copy one disk file to another. 

COpy A. CAL, B. CAL, DELE'rE 

Delete and reallocate output file; copy file A.CAL to 
B.CAL. 

COpy A.CA,L,PR:,NRECS=lOO 

Copy first 100 records to printer. 

INPUT MAG1:,80/5 

Input file is a blocked unlabelled tape with 80 byte 
records, 5 records per block. 

OUTPUT MAG2:,80/1 

output file is an unblocked unlabelled tape. 

COpy 

Copy one file. 

COPY*,*,NRECS=15 

Copy first fifteen records of second file from the input 
tape to the output tape. 
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DELETE 

4.4.6 DELETE Command 

This command is used to delete a disk file. 

Format: 

DEI .. ETE fd G fd ... J 

Parameters: 

fd identifies the file to be deleted. 

Functional Details: 

A file may be deleted only if its read and write protection keys 
are zero and it is not currently assigned to any logical unit 
(lu) of any task. The only exception is when the current input, 
output, list, or log file is to be deleted. In this case, OS/32 
COpy closes its own lu assignment and deletes the file. 

Examples: 

DELETE ART.XXX 

DELETE ARTl~D,ART2.D,ART3.D 
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I DISPLAY 

4.4.7 DISPLAY Command 

This command displays a file in hexadecimal and ASCII format. 

Format: 

{
:Ie} lNf_1LES: {i} ( 

DlSPL.AY fd , 
NRECS = J:: .... }1 ..... ::::~ 

~~I~&f. 

Parameters: 

fd 

m 

n 

Functional Details: 

is the file descriptor of the file to be 
displayed. If * is entered, the current input 
file is displayed. If an fd is entered, that 
file is established as the new input file. 

is a decimal number up to 6 digits in length 
specifying the number of files to be displayed 
or the keyword ALL indicating that all files 
are to be displayed up to EOV. The default is 
I file. 

is a decimal number up to 6 digits specifying 
the number of records to be displayed. If n 
is not entered, all records are displayed 
until EOF. 

The file display is output to the list device. 

No filemarks are written when input EOF is reached. However, you 
can write a filemark on the list device using the WFILE command. 

If the file to be displayed has other than the default 
attr ibutes, the INPUT command must be used before the DISPI.. .. AY 
command. 
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Examples: 
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DISPLAY M.DTA 

Display the file M.DTA on the list device. 

DISPLAY * 

Display the current input file on the list device. 

DISPLAY *,NRECS=l 

Display one record of the current input file. 

INPUT MAGl:,l20/1 DISPLAY *,NFILES=2 

Display two files from MAGI: 
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END 

4.4.8 END Command 

This command terminates OS/32 COPY. 

Format: 

END 
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FFlLE 

4.4.9 FFILE Command 

This command skips forward over one or more filemarks~ 

Format: 

Parameters: 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

n 

ALL 

Functional Details: 

specifies that the command applies to the 
input file. 

specifies that the command applies to the 
output file. 

is a decimal integer specifying the number of 
filemarks to be skipped. The default is 1. 

is a keyword, which, when entered, specifies 
that all filemarks are to be skipped until EOV 
is reached. 

On contiguous files and magnetic tapes, NFILE skips forward over 
filemarks. When the command has been executed, magnetic tapes 
are positioned just after the last filemark skipped, while 
contiguous files are positioned at the record after the last 
filemark skipped. When the file specified is an indexed file, 
the file is positioned at the end of the file. 

The INPUT or OUTPUT file must support filemarks. In order for 
pseudo filemarks to be recognized in contiguous files, the PSFM 
option must be set. See the OPTIONS command for information on 
the PSFM option. 

This command cannot be applied to a labelled magnetic tape. 

When an integer, n, is entered, command execution ends when n 
filemarks are skipped or when EOM is encountered. 
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When t.he keyword ALL is entered, command execuL ion ends when EOV 
or two consecuLive filemarks are read. 

Examples: 

FI;' ILE INPUT 

skip one filemark on the input device. 

skip three filemarks on the output device. 

FFILE OUTPUT,A[L 

Skip to EOV on the output device. 
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FILES 

4.4.10 FILES Command 

The FILES command produces a display of current input, output, 
list, command, and log files, including various file attributes 
established by the INPUT and OUTPUT commands. 

Format: 

F ILr~S 

The display has the following form: 

INPUT fd 

VaLID 

ou'rpUT fd 

VOLID 

LIST fd 

COMMAND Ed 

LOG fd 

Parameters: 

fd 

fname 

VARIABLE 

lrecl/blk 

4-22 

fname lrecl record no pad 
VARIABLE /blk 

xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxx 

fname lrecl record no pad expiry 
VARIABLE /blk date 

xxx xxx xxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 

is the file descriptor of the indicated file. 

is the filename on labelled tapes; omitted if 
not labelled tape. 

is output if variable length record processing 
is in effect. 

is the record length and blocking factor; blk 
is omitted for devices other than tapes. 
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record no 

expiry date 

xxxxxx 

is the current record number last processed in 
the file; a zero value indicates positioning 
in front of a filemark on a contiguous file. 

is expiration date for output labelled tapes. 

is the volids for labelled tapes. 

It is not possible to determine the correct record position as a 
result of a FF ILE command issued for contiguous files, or }<'F ILE, 
SF ILE, FRECORD, or BRECORD for magnetic tapes. Irhe record 
position in the file is output as a relative position. 

The labelled tape information is omitted if it is not known or is 
blank. 

Examples: 

Typical output produced on the log device is: 

INPUT 
OUlrpUT 
LIST 
COMMAND 
LOG 

MAGI: 
M300:A.CAL/P 
CON: 
CON: 
CON: 

The input tape is unlabelled. 
character would be displayed. 

Example: 

Labelled tape on output: 

I NPUlr 
OUrrpUT 

LIs'r 
COMMAND 
LOG 
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M300: 
MAG1: 
VaLID 
CON: 
CON: 
CON: 

A.DATE/P 
FNAM,E. L 
100000 

80/5 
80 

I 
I 

If it were labelled, a pad 

120 
120/5 
100001 

1 
1 20 80001 

100002 100003 
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The output tape is labelled, blocked five 120 byte records to a 
block, positioned at record 1, has a pad character of X'20', an 
expiry data of January 1, 1980, and volids of 100000, 100001, 
100002, and 100003. 

I NPUrr 
LIST 
LOG 
COMMAND 

MAG4: 
PR: 
CON: 
CON: 

80/2 * 

The input tape is blocked two 80 byte records per block. The 
current record position is undefined. 

INPUT 
LIST 
LOG 
COMMAND 

M30l;FILE.CON/P 
PR: 
CON: 
CON: 

255 -2 

The input file is conti~uous and due to a previous file 
positioning command, the flle is positioned two records in front 
of a f.ilemark. 

Example: 

FF IN 
BR IN,2 
FILES 

(EOM message .is output) 

The record number output is -2. 

output file is a magnetic tape. 

FF OUT 
FILES 

Record no EOF 

BR OUT 
FILES 

Since one magnetic tape record may contain any number of physical 
records, an asterisk is output for record position. 
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I FRECORD 

4.4.11 FRECORD Command 

'rhis conunand skips forward over one or more records. 

Format: 

£.RECORD {~::~:J f~} ] 
Parameters: 

OU'I'PUT 

n 

Functional Details: 

specifies that the command applies to the 
current i.nput f L1e. 

specifies that the command applies to the 
current output file. 

is a decimal integer specifying the number of 
records to be skipped. The default is 1. 
When the file to be positioned is a blocked 
unlabelled magnetic tape, n signifies the 
number of blocks to be skipped beginning at 
the current position of the tape. 

FRECORD skips records until n records are skipped or until a 
filemark of EOM is reached, whichever comes first. 

'rhis command cannot be applied to a labelled magnetic tape. 

Examples: 

FRECORD INPurr 

Skip one record forward on the input device. 

FRECORD OUTPUT,20 

Skip 20 records forward on the output device. 
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HELP 

4.4.12 HELP Command 

The HELP command displays information on 05/32 COpy program 
commands. 

Format: 

Parameters: 

mnemonic 

Functional Details: 

is any valid COpy command mnemonic. 

causes a list of all COpy commands to 
be displayed to the list device. 

When the HELP command is entered with a command mnemonic, 
information on how to use that particular command is displayed to 
the list device. When the HELP command is entered wit~h the 
asterisk (*), a list of all 05/32 COpy commands is displayed 1:0 
the list device. 'rhe list also shows the minimum abbreviation 
required for each command. If no parameters are entered, 
information on how to use the HELP command is displayed to the 
list device. 

Examples: 

1. Hfo:r..P command is entered with a mnemonic: 

H:r~r..P ALLOCATE 
ALLOCATE 

ALLOCArrE f d , CONT I GUOU5 , f s i. z e [, keys] 
or 

ALLOCA'fE fd, INDEX [, [ lrec l] [/bs ize] [/ is ize] [, keys] ] 
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where: 

fd 

fsize 

keys 

lrecl 

bsize 

isize 

is the file descriptor of the file to be 
allocated. 

is the size of the contiguous file in sectors. 

are the write-read keys of the file. Default: 
zero for both keys. 

is the logical record length of the indexed 
file. Default: 126. 

is the data block size in sectors of the 
indexed file. Default: 1. 

is the index block size in sectors. 
1. 

Default: 

2. HELP command is entered with an asterisk. 

HELP * 
AL ( LOCA'rE ) 
PA(USE) 
FR(ECORD) 
DI(SPLAY) 
IN(PUT) 
NOL(OG) 
FOR HELP ON 
MNEMONIC 

DE(LETE) 
REW( INO) 
BR(ECORD) 
VE(RIFY) 
OU(TPUT) 
EN(D) 

ANY OF THE ABOVE 

REN(AME) 
FF ( ILE) 
WF ( I LEMARK ) 
F I (LES) 
LI (ST) 
H(ELP) 

COMMAND MNEMONICS, 

3. HELP command is entered without a parameter. 

HELP 
FOR A LIST OF COMMANDS ''fYPE HELP * 

COP(Y) 
SF ( ILE) 
OP(TIONS) 
CON(TINUE) 
LO(G) 

'rYPE HELP 

FOR HELP ON ANY COMMAND MNEMONIC, TYPE HELP MNEMONIC 
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INPUT 

4.4.13 INPUT Command 

This command allows you to specify information about the input 
file. Its use is required when labelled or blocked unlabelled 
tapes, disk files with nonzero keys, or records of variable 
length are to be copied, verified, or displayed. Its use is also 
necessary when a file or device is to be positioned (using the 
positioning commands, FRECORD, FFILE, etc.) if the file to be 
positioned is not the current input file. 

Format: 

~NPUT {f~} [[rr;;l}]tr~k}J [YARIABlE] [{:;,}] tLABEL] 

[!.f'NAME=fnJ~GYQLID=~~J [..f.AD=Pp] J ............... . 
Parameters: 

* 

fd 

lrecl 

blk 

VARIABLE 

keys 

L.ABEL 
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is used to designate the current input file. 

is the file descriptor of the input file. 
This file becomes the current input file. If 
fd is a disk file, it must already exist. 

is the record length for tapes. 
is 80 bytes. 

The default 

is the blocking factor for tapes. The default 
is 1 record per block. The product of lreel 
and blk must not exceed 216 -lor 32,760 for 
labelled tapes. 

specifies variable length record processing. 
Default is fixed record length. Can only be 
used with unlabelled, unblocked magnetic tape, 
paper tape, and interactive devices. lreel 
should specify maximum expected record length. 

are the write-read keys, two 
bytes. The default is 0000. 

hexadecimal 

must be entered if the tape is labelled. If 
it is not, FNAME, PAD, and VOLID are ignored. 
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fn 

id 

pp 

is a 1- to l7-character file id for a labelled 
tape. I f not:. entered, the file id is ignored. 

is a list of volids. Each id may be up to 6 
alphanumeric characters. If more than one id 
is entered, the list of volume ids must be 
enclosed in parentheses. If not entered, 
volids are not validated. If entered, input 
tapes must be mounted in the order specified 
by the volids. 

is a two-digit hexadecimal pad character. The 
default is XtFF'. Records of labelled tapes 
which consist of all pad characters are 
ignored~ 

Examples: 

INPU1I' A. CA.L, KEYS=AA03 

Make A. CAL.. the new input f i 1e. 
wr ite--read key. 

INPUT MAG 1 : ,80/5 

Set AA03 as the 

The tape on MAG1: becomes the current input file. The 
records length is 80 and the blocking factor is 5. 

INPUT *,120 

The current input file is to be read with a record length 
of 120 and a blocking factor of 1. 

IN MAG2:,LABEL,FNAME=ALPHA,VOLID=(lOOOOO,lOOOOl) 

The tape on MAG2: is labe l.led. Its file id is ALPHA; 
two tape volumes are to be mounted for input; the volids 
should be mounted in the order 100000, 100001. The 
record length and block size are taken from the label. 

INPurr MAG 1 : , LABEL, 80/10, VOL=999888 

The labelled tape on MAG1: must. have valid 999888; it 
must have 80 byte records blocked 10 records per block or 
the tape will not be read. The file id in the label will 
be ignored. 
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INPUT PTRP:,80,VARIABLE 

The paper tape in the paper tape reader contains records 
of variable length. The maximum expected record length 
is 80 bytes. 
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LIST 

4.4.14 LIST Command 

'rh is command changes the 1 ist dev ice. 

Format: 

LI srr fd 

Parameters: 

fd is the file descriptor of the new device. 

Functional Details: 

The list and log devices may be the same. In this case, the list 
and log outputs are intermixed since the same lu is used for 
both. 

Example: 

LIST PRl: use PR1: as the list device. 
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LOG 

4.4.15 LOG Command 

This command changes the log device. 

Format: 

LOG fd 

Parameters: 

fd is the file descriptor of the new log device. 

Functional Details: 

The log and list devices may be the same. In this case, the log 
and list outputs are intermixed since the same lu is used for 
both. 

Example: 

LOG PR1: 

Use PRl: as the log device. 
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NOLOG 

, 
4.4.16 NOLOG Command 

This command suspends logging until a log command is entered. 

Format: 

NQLOG 
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I OPTIONS 

4.4.17 OPTIONS Command 

This command sets or displays options which are in effect during 
the execut, ion of the program. 

Format: 

[{
NOFM}] [{NQ,ESFM}] [{.BINARY}] = QETIONS , , G F ILL xx] 

Parameters: 

NOFM 
FM 

NOPSFM 
PSFM 

BINARY 
ASCI I 

FILL=xx 

FM £SEM ASCII 

[{
TERMINATOR;XXXX}] [,{CQNTINUE }] [.llERR.:countJ 
NQ_TERM NQCQNTINUE m~l 

These options control the writing of filemarks 
and positioning of the output file afLer a 
copy to a magnetic tape or contiguous file. 
See below for details. 

These options control recognition of the 
pseudo filemark (XI1313 ' ) associated with 
contiguous files. If the NOPSFM option is 
set, pseudo filemarks are ignored when reading 
a contiguous file or when a WFILE, BFILE, 
FRECORD, or BRECORD command is issued for a 
contiguous file. 

These options control the I/O mode. 

This option sets the fill character for output 
records which are longer than input records. 
The fill character is specified as xx, two 
hexadecimal digits. 

'l"'ERMI NATOR The TERMINATOR= option sets a sequence of 
characters to be recognized as an EOF 
indicator. xxxx consists of 1- to 4-ASCII 
characters with no imbedded blanks. For an 
input record to be recognized as EOF, the 
program must be in ASCII mode, the first 
characters of the record must match the 
terminator sequence, and the rest of the 
record must cons ist of blanks. NorrERM 
suppresses recognition of the indicator as set 
by 'rERM I NATOR. 

="XXXX 

NOTERM 
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CON'rrNUE 
NOCONTINUE 

count 

OS/32 COpy actions 
during a VERIFY 
is in effect, 05/32 
the files. When 

verifying ends if a 

These options control 
following a mismatch 
operat ion. When CON'r INUE 
COpy continues verifying 
NOCONTINUE is in effect, 
mismatch occurs. 

Used to designate the number of errors that 
can occur when verifying data, before 05/32 
COpy either pauses or goes to end of task. If 
the CONTINUE option is used and the number of 
errors encountered exceeds the number 
specified in the VERR=count option, the 
program terminates with end of task code 2 if 
in batch mode. If in interactive mode, the 
program pauses. If NOCONTINUE is used, both 
VERR=count and CONTINUE are overridden. 

If the 
default 

VERR=count 
is O. 

option is omitted, the 

is a 1-- to 5'-digit decima.l number spec tfying 
the number of records in a file (maximum 31K, 
minus 1) that must fail to match before the 
program either pauses or goes to end of task. 

The default values are in effect when OS/32 COpy begins 
execution. Each time an OP'rIONS conunand is entered, only those 
options that are entered are changed. 'rhe others remain as they 
were. 

If OPTIONS is entered with no parameters, the current options are 
displayed. 

When an EOF is encountered in the input file or an EOM if the 
input file is a contiguous file, the following occurs: 

• if NOFM is set and the output file is contiguous, no filemark 
is written; 

• if NOFM is set and the output file is unlabelled magnetic 
tape, two filemarks are written~ and 

• the tape is backspaced two filemarks. 

If FM is set and the output file! is cont iguous, a 
written. Failure to write this filemark because of 
not considered to be an error. If the output file 
magnetic tape, two filemarks are written and 
backspaced one filemark. 
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filema.rk is 
EOM status is 
is unlabelled 
the tape is 
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As a result of this positioning, the next COpy to the current 
output device is separated from the previous data by a filemark 
if FM is set, and is not separated if NOFM is set. Furthermore, 
the last file copied to an unlabelled magnetic tape is followed 
by two filemarks indicating EOV. 

The FM/NOFM option does not apply to labelled tapes. 

Examples: 

4-36 

OPTIONS 

Obtain a list of the current options. 

OPTIONS NO'rERM,ASCI I 

Set a mode to ASCII; no terminator sequence is to be 
recognized. 

oP'r IONS CONT I NUE 

Continue verifying an entire file even when mismatches 
occur. 

oP'r TERM=ENDF, F I LL=OO 

ENDF is the terminator string, larger output records are 
to be filled with zeros. 

OPT NOFM 

Suppress filemarks on output. 
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OUTPUT 

4.4.18 OUTPUT Command 

rrhis command allows you to spec ify information about the output 
file. Its use is required when labelled or blocked unlabelled 
tapes, disk files with nonzero keys, or variable length records 
are to be copied, verified, or displayed. Its use is also 
necessary when a file or device is to be positioned (using the 
positioning command: FRECORD" FFILE, etc.) if the file to be 
positioned is not the current output file. 

Format: 

QU'l'PUT {f~} [. [lrecl] [iblkJ C;YARIABLEJU:;}] [LABEL] 

G.ENAME=fn] GYQLID=ici] Gl'8D=ppJ [EXPIRY=yyddd] ] 

Parameters: 

fd 

lrecl 

blk 

VARIABLE 

keys 
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is used to designate the current output file. 

is the fd of the output file which becomes the 
current output file. If fd is a disk file, it 
must already exist. 

is the logical record length for 
default is the record length 
file. 

tapes. 'rhe 
of the input 

is the blocking factor for tapes. Default is 
I record per block or that of the input tape. 
The product of Ireci and bik must not exceed 
i 6 -1, or 32,760 for labelled tapes. 

specifies variable length record processing. 
Default is fixed record length. Can only be 
used with unlabelled, unblocked magnetic tape, 
paper tape, and interactive devices. lreci 
can specify a maximum output record length, 
otherwise the output record length is obtained 
from the input file. 

are the write-read keys, two 
bytes. The default is 0000. 

hexadecimal 
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LABEL 

fn 

id 

pp 

yyddd 

must be entered i.f the tape is labelled. If 
it is not, FNAME, PAD, EXPIRY and VOLID are 
ignored. 

is a 1- to l7-character file id for a labelled 
tape. If it is not entered, the file id is 
written as blanks. 

is a list of volids. Each id is 6 
alphanumeric characters. If more than one id 
is entered, the list volids must be enclosed 
in parentheses. If entered, tape volumes must 
be mounted in the order specified by the 
volids. 

is a two-digit hexadecimal pad character. The 
default is X'FF'. This character pads the 
last block of a labelled tape if the number of 
records written does not fill the block. 

is the expiration date expressed as yyddd, 
where yy is the year (0-99) and ddd is the day 
with in the year ( 1-365 ) . I f the ft~XP I RY 
parameter is specified and the expiration date 
on the tape has not yet been reached, the 
output operation is not executed. If that 
expiration date has occurred, the value 
entered in the EXPIRY pa.rameter is writt.en on 
the tape label and the current date is written 
in the creation date field. 

Functional Details: 

The fd or asterisk must be the firsl parameter entered. The 
other pa.rameters may be entered in any order. 

Examples: 
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OUTPUT A. CAL, K"~YS=AA03 

Make A. CAL the new output f i Ie and set the wr ite'-read 
keys to X'AA03'. 

O£yrpUT MAGI:, 80/5 

rrhe tape on MAGI: becomes the output file. 'rhe I' eeord 
length is 80 bytes and the blocking factor is 5 records 
per block. 
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outrpu1r *, 120 

'rhe current output tape is to be wr .itten wit.h a record 
length of 120 byLes and a blocking factor of 1 record per 
block. 

OUT MAG2: , LABEL, FNAME=BE'rA, VOLIO=( 100000,100001) 

frhe tape on MAG2: is la.be lled. Its f lle id is BE'rA, and 
two tape volumes are to be mounted for output; the volids 
are mounted in the order 100000, 100001. The expiration 
date on the output tape is not checked. 

ou'rpUT MAG 1 : ,LABEL, 80/10, VOL=999888 

'rhe labelled tape on MAG1: must have volid 999888; it 
will be written with 80 byte records blocked 10 records 
per block. No file id is written. The expiration date 
is not checked. 

OU MAG3:, LABEL, FNAME=ATOZ, 1~~0/4, PAD=31 EXP I RY=79365 

'rhe labelled tape on MAG3: is to be wr itten with file id 
ATOZ. It will have 120 byte records, blocked 4 records 
per block. The pad character is hexadecimal 31. The new 
file expires on the 365th day of 1979. 

oU1rputr MAG l: , VAR I ABLE, 132 

'rhe tape on MAGI: will contain records of var iable 
length where the largest record is 132 bytes long. 
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PAUSE 

4.4.19 PAUSE Command 

This command causes 05/32 COpy to pause. 

Format: 

.f.AUSE 

Functional Details: 

Multi-terminal monitor (MTM) or operating system (OS) commands 
may then be entered. A CONTINUE command causes OS/32 COpy 
processing to resume. 
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RENAME 

4.4.20 RENAME Command 

This command is used to change t.he name of a disk file. 

Format: 

RENAME oldfd,newfd 

Parameters: 

oldfd is the old filename 

newfd is the new filename 

Functional Details: 

A file may be renamed only if its read and write protection keys 
are zero and it is not currently assigned to any lu of any task. 
If the file specified is the current input, log, or list file for 
OS/32 COPY, the corresponding lu is closed and the file is then 
renamed. 

The renamed file is not available for OS/32 COpy processing until 
it is explicitly selected again~ 

Account numbers may not be Eipec if ied as part of the fds. 
However, under M'rM, the new filename can have a group file or 
system file indicator (/G or IS). 

Example: 

RENAME Al.CAL,Al.MAC 

Change the name of Al.CPlL to Al.MAC 
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REWIND 

4.4.21 REWIND Command 

This command repositions a file or device at its beginning record 
if the device is rewindable. 

Format: 

{ 

J.NPUT } 
REWIND 

QUTPUT 

Parameters: 

INPUT 

Functional Details: 

specifies that the command applies to the 
current input file. 

specifies that the command applies to the 
current output file. 

If the file or device specified is not rewindable, an attribute 
warning occurs. 

Examples: 

REWIND OUTPUT 

Rewind the current output file. 

REW IN 

Rewind the current input file. 
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I SEND STOP I 

4.4.22 SEND STOP Command 

This command allows you to stop the execution of a COPY, DISPLAY, 
VERIFY, FRECORD, BRECORD, FFILE, or BFILE command. 

Format: 

SEND .sTQP 

Functional Details: 

'rhe SEND STOP command is issued in response to an OS or M'rM 
prompt. A prompt is obtained by depressing the BREAK key, 
possibly several times. When OS/32 COpy is executing in the as 
environment, it is necessary to select the OS/32 COpy task as the 
current task using the TASK co~nand before issuing the SEND STOP 
command. 

Issuing the SEND STOP command causes OS/32 COpy to terminate the 
command which is currently beinq executed. After processing the 
SEND STOP command, OS/32 COpy is ready to accept the next 
command. In interactive mode, if the next command is CON'rINUE, 
COpy resumes executing the previously terminated command. SEND 
STOP is ignored in batch mode. 

Examples: 

SEND STOP 

stop execution of the current command. 
accepts the next command .. 

Under 08/32: 

TASK COpy 

Select copy as the current task. 

SEND s'rop 

stop execution of the Clll:rent command. 
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OS/32 COpy 
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VERIFY 

4.4.23 VERIFY Command 

The VERIFY conunand compares the current input file to the current 
output file record by record. 

If a pair of records is found which does not match, the two 
records are displayed on the list device in the hexadecimal dump 
format. produced by the DISPLAY conunand. 'rhe number of the first 
byte which does not match is also written. 

Allor part of a single file may be verified, or more than one 
file can be verified with a single VERIFY conunand. 

Format: 

Parameters: 

* 
fdl 

fd2 

m 

n 

4--44 

indicates the current input or output file. 

is the file descriptor of the input file. 

is the file descriptor of the output file. 

is a decimal number up to 6 digits in 
specifying the number of records 
verified. The default is all records 
EOF is read. 

length 
to be 
until 

is a decimal number up to 6 digits in length 
specifying the numbers of files to be verified 
or the word AIL indicating that all files up 
to EOV are to be verified. The default is 1 
file. 
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Functional Details: 

In case a mismatch occurs, the next action is determined by the 
; CON'r I NUE/NOCON'r opt ion as pr ev iOllS ly set us ing the OPT IONS 

command or by default. The det:ault is NOeONT. 

If NoeONT is in effect and the program is in interactive mode, a 
prompt is issued. You may continue verifying by entering 
CON'rINUE, or you may enter a different command. If the program 
is in batch mode, a messagEl is logged and the next command is 
read. 

If CONTINUE is set, verifying continues until all files or 
records specified have been compared, or until an EOF on one file 
is not matched by an EOF on the other. All records which do not 
match are written on the list device. 

'rhe pa.rameter NRECS specif ies t.he number of records which are to 
be verified. The default is the number of records in the file. 
Verifying stops if an EOF is encountered on input. 

'rhe pa'rameter NF IL.ES spec if ies the number of files wh ich are to 
be verified. The default value is one. A file is terminated by 
a f i lemark or by an ASe I I terminator. See the oP'r IONS command 
for information on ASCII terminators. Verifying terminates if an 
EOV is encountered on input. EOV is defined by two consecutive 
filemarks on magnetic tape, or EOM on contiguous files. After 
each file has been verified, a message is logged indicating the 
number of records which have been verified in that file. 

If NFILES=ALL is entered, all files are verified until EOV occurs 
on input. 

When the output record length exceeds the input record length, 
the output record is assumed to be padded with a fill character. 
The fill character can be set by the FILL option. See the 
OP'rIONS command for information on the FII..L option. frhe default 
is a hexadecimal 20 (ASCII blank). 

Data in both records is verified for the length of the input 
record. All remaining bytes in the output record must contain 
the fill character or a nonverify message is output. 

When the input record is larger than the output record, only the 
number of bytes contained in the output record are verified. 

When the VERIFY command is successfully complet.ed, a message is 
logged: 

VERIFY COMPLEfrE- n FILES V.ERIF lED 

where n is the number of file verified. 
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If one file or a portion of a file is verified (using NRECS), the 
message logged is: 

VERlli'Y COMPLE'l'E - n RECORD VERIFIED 

Examples: 
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VER A. CAL, CR: 

Verify a disk file with data read from cards. 

VERIFY 

Verify the current input and output files. 

VER *,*,NRECS=50 

Verify 50 records of the current input and output files. 

VER I FY MAGl:,:Ie, NF I LES.:.:2 

Verify two files on MAGI: with two files on the current 
output file. 
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WFILE 

4.4.24 WFILE Command 

This command wr ites one or more f ilemarks on t.he current output 
or the current list file. 

Format: 

Parameters: 

ou'rpUT 

n 

Functional Details: 

specifies that the command applies to the 
current list file. 

specifies that the command applies to the 
current output f i.le. 

is a decimal integer specifying the number of 
filemarks to be written. The default is 1. 

The output or list device on which the filemark is to be written 
must support the write filemark operat.ion. See Appendix C for a 
table of device attributes. 

This command cannoL be applied to a labelled magnetic tape and 
has no effect on indexed files. 
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Examples: 

WFILES OUTPUT 

Write one filemark on the output file. 

WF LI,2 

Write two filemarks on the list file. 

WF OUT,3 

Write three filemarks on the output device. 
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CHAPTER 5 
ERROR HANDL1NG AND MESSAGES 

5.1 ERROR HANDLING 

OS/32 COpy error processing depends on the nature of the error 
and the mode of execution, interactive or batch. In either case, 
a message is written to the log device. If the command device is 
interactive, the error message is output to both the log device 
and the command device. In bat.ch mode, if there is no log device 
or if the error applies to the log device, the message is logged 
to the system console. 

5.1.1 Interactive Mode 

In interactive mode, OS/32 COpy accepts another command following 
an error. 

The sole exception occurs when the error is an input/output (I/O) 
error involving the command device. In this case, the message is 
logged to the console and the program terminates. 

In all other cases, OS/32 COpy prompts you for another command. 
It may be necessary to reenter the command if the error is a 
syntax, ALLOCA''PE, attr ibute, labelled tape, ASS IGN, or 
DELETE/RENAME error. If the error is an I/O error, you may be 
able to correct the condition causing the error, and then enter 
CONTINUE to cause the operation to continue. The only other 
command you may enter before CONTINUE is PAUSE. If you enter any 
other command, the previous command is considered to be 
terminated. 

5.1.2 Batch Mode 

In batch mode, a syntax error, ALLOCATE, ASSIGN, attribute 
labelled tape, or DELETE/RENAME error causes 05/32 COpy to 
terminate. An I/O error causes 08/32 COpy to pause. If 05/32 
COpy is continued, it retries the I/O operation which caused the 
error to arise. 

5.1.3 Return Code 

If 05/32 COpy terminates normally due to an END command, it 
issues an end of task message with a return code of o. If an 
error occurs when the START parameters are being processed, COpy 
terminates with an error code of 1. Any other errors causing 
abnormal termination result in an error code of 2. 
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5.2 MESSAGE SUMMARY 

*** ALLOCATE ERROR sslu FOR fd 
explanatory message 

Where: 

• ss is the status 

• lu is the logical unit 

• fd identifies the device or file 

• explanatory message is one of the following: 

DUPLICATE FILE NAME 
FILE DESCRIPTOR ERROR 
INSUFFICIENT DISK SPACE 
PRIVILEGE CANNOT BE GRAN'I'ED 
VOLUME NOT DIRECT ACCESS 
VOLUME ERROR 

Program Action: 

Terminates in batch mode; returns prompt in interactive mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

(rhe user should correct t.he problem, then re issue the command if 
OS/32 COpy is in interactive mode. The program must be restarted 
if it was in batch mode. 
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*** ASSIGN ERROR ssiu ON xxxx FOR fd 
explanatory message 

Where: 

• ss is the status 

• iu is the logical unit 

• xxxx is one of the following: 

COMMAND 
INPUT 
LIST 
LOG 
OUrrpUT 

• fd identifies the device or file 

• explanatory message is any of the following: 

FILE DESCRIPTOR ERROR 
FILE DOES NOT EXIST 
INSUFFICIENT DISK SPACE 
[NSUFFICIENT SYSTEM SPACE 
MISMAfrCH ON R.EAD-WRI'rE KEYS 
PRIVILEGE CANNOT BE GRAN'rF;O 
VOLUME J:t:RROR 

Program Action: 

Terminates in batch mode, returns prompt in interactive mode. If 
an assign error is encountered on the work file (lu4) during a 
RENAME, then 'ON xxx' is not output with the message. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

rrhe user should correct the problem, then re issue the command if 
OS/32 COpy is in interactive mode. The program must be rest.arted 
if it is in batch mode. 
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* * * AtrTR I BUTE ERROR ON xxxx FOR f d 
explanatory message 

Where: 

• xxxx is one of the following: 

COMMAND 
INPUT 
LIST 
LOG 
OUTPUT 

• fd identifies the device or file 

• explanatory message is one of the following: 

DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPORT READ 
DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPORT WRI'rE 

Program Action: 

The file identified by fd is closed by the program. If the error 
is detected on the log device, logging is disabled and the 
program continues to execute without the logging feature. For 
attribute errors on devices other than the log device, the 
program terminates if it is in batch mode. It outputs a program 
prompt if it is in interactive mode. If the command device does 
not support read, the program terminates with end of task code 1. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

If the program was terminated while executing in batch mode, it 
must be restarted. In interactive mode, the logging feature may 
be reenabled via the LOG command. In all other instances thE} 
command can be reentered, specifying the correct device mnemonic. 
Alte~natively, a new command may be entered. 
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*** AIPTRISUTE WARNING ON xxxx FOR fd 
explanatory message 

Where: 

• xxxx is one of the following: 

COMMAND 
I NPUfr 
LIST 
LOG 
ourrpU'r 

• fd identifies t.he device or 

• explanatory message is one 

DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPOR'r 
DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPORT 
DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPOR'r 
DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPOR'r 
DEVICE DOES NOfr SUPPORT 
DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPORT 
DEVICE DOES NOfr SUPPORrr 

Program Action: 

f i1e 

of t.he following: 

BINARY 
FORWARD RECORD 
BACKSPACE R.ECORD 
FORWARD F I [ ... E 
BACKSPACE FILE 
WRI'rE FILEMARK 
REWIND 

If the error is detected on the log device, logging is disabled, 
and the program continues to execute without the logging feature. 
For attribute warnings on devices ot.her than the log device, the 
program terminates if it is in batch mode, or outputs a program 
prompt if it is in interactive mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

If the program was terminated in batch mode, it has t.o be 
resta.rted after t.he device mnemonic has been corrected. In 
interactive mode, the logging feature may be reenab1ed via the 
LOG command. In all other instances the command can be 
reentered. Alternat i ve ly, a ne~w command may be entered. 
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*** DELETE ERROR sslu FOR fd 
explanatory message 

Where: 

• ss is the status 

• lu is the logical unit 

• fd identifies the file 

• explanatory message is one of the following: 

FILE CURRENTLY ASS IGNfo~D 
FILE DOES NOT EXIST 
INSUFFICIENT SYSTEM SPACE 
PRIVILEGE CANNOT BE GRANTED 
VOLUME NOT DIRECT ACCESS 
VOLUME gRROR 

Program Action: 

Terminates in batch mode; returns prompt in interactive mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

The user should correct the problem, then reissue the command if 
the program is in interactive mode. The program must be 
restarted if it is in batch mode. 
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* * * Error .- fd ASS IGNED TO INPU'r 

Where: 

• fd identifies the file 

Program Action: 

File specified for output is also specified for inpul 
or VERIFY command. 'rhe present command is aborted. 
terminates in batch mode; it outputs a prompt in 
mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

in a COpy 
rrhe program 
interactive 

In interactive mode, the user should reissue the command with the 
appropriate out.put fd. The program has to be restarted in batch 
mode. 
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*** INPUT FILE MUST BE ENTERED 

Program Action: 

Terminates if it is in batch mode; outputs a new prompt if it is 
in interactive mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

·rhe user can correct the problem by specifying an input file in 
response to the program prompt. In batch mode, the program must 
be restarted with the correct conunand sequence. 
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X** INVALID BLOCK/RECORD SIZE 

Where: 

• the value used for blk in the INPUT or OUTPUT command is zero, 
or the product of lrec and blk exceeds 216 -lor 32,760 for 
labelled tapes 

Program Action: 

The program terminates if it is in batch mode. A new prompt is 
output in interactive mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

Restart the program in batch mode with the correct parameters. 
In interactive mode, reent,er the INPu'r or o£J'rpu'r command using 
the correct parameters. 
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*** INSUFFICIENT MEMORY -nKB EXTRA REQUIRED 

Where: 

• the value of n reflec~s the number of additional kb required 
by the program 

Program Action: 

The program terminates if it is in batch mode. 
in interactive mode, a new prompt is output. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

If the program is 

'rhe program should be reloaded with a larger segment size 
increment. 
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*** I/O ERROR lussss ON xxxx FOR fd 
explanatory message 

Where: 

• lu is the logical unit 

• ssss is the status halfword 

• xxxx is one of the following: 

COMMAND 
INPUT 
LIST 
LOG 
OUTPUT 

• fd identifies the device or file 

• explanatory message is any of the following: 

DEV ICE UNASS I GNgD 
DEVICE UNAVAILABLE 
gND OF FILE 
END OF MEDIUM 
ILLEGAL FUNCTION 
PARITY OR RECOVERABLE gRROR 
UNRECOVERABLE ERROR 

Program Action: 

Pauses if error is on the command device. Pauses in ba.tch mode; 
returns program prompt in interactive mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

Appropriate corrective action should be taken if possible. If 
the program is in batch mode, or if error is on the command 
device, it may t.hen be continued with the OS CONTINUE command. 
'rhe OS CANCEL command should be entered if the error condition 
cannot be corrected. In interactive mode, a prompt will be 
issued. The OS/32 command CONTINUE may be used to continue 
execution of the previous command. If it is not possible to 
correct the error, a new command may be entered in response to 
the prompt. Any command other than PAUSE or CONTINUE will 
terminate the previous command. 
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* * * LABELLED TAPE ERROR ON xxx'x 
explanatory message 

Where: 

• xxxx is either INPUT or OUTPUT 

• the explanatory message is one of the following: 

BLOCK COUNrr CHECK FAILS 
BLOCK/RECORD SIZE DIFFERS FROM HEADgR LABEL 
EOM ON WRITE TAPE 
FILE I DENrr I F I ER DOES NOT MATCH 
FILE NOT OPENED 
FILE NOT YET EXPIRED 
INVALID BLOCK/RECORD SIZE 
INVALID COMMUN. AREA FORMAT 
INVALID LABEL FORMAT 
VOLUME I Dfo:!NT I F I ER DOES NOT MA'rCH 

Program Action: 

Terminates if it is in batch mode, returns a prompt if it is in 
interactive mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

After the error has been corrected, the program has to be 
restarted if it is in batch mode. The command can be reissued if 
the program is in interactive mode. Alternatively, a new command 
may be entered. 
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, 

*** LIST FILE MUST BE ENTERED 

Program Action: 

Terminates if it is in batch mode and outputs a new prompt if it 
is in interactive mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

In interactive mode, the user can correct the problem by entering 
a LIST command with a list fd. If the program is in batch mode, 
it must be restarted after the command has been corrected. 
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xxx OUTPUT FILE MUST BE ENTERED 

Program Action: 

Terminates if it is in batch mode; returns a prompt if it is in 
interactive mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

The user can correct the problem by specifying an output file in 
response to the program prompt. In batch mode the program must 
be restarted with the correct command sequence. 
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* * *- RECORD LENG'rH ERROR ON xxxx 
n By/rES READ, m BYTES EXPECTED 

Where: 

• xxxx is either INPUT or OUTPUT 

• n is the number of bytes read 

• m is the logical record length 

Program Action: 

Terminates if it is in batch mode; returns a prompt if it is in 
interactive mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

The user should reissue the INPUT or ou'rpUT command specifying 
the correct logical record length if fixed length record 
processing is desired, or the VARIABLE keyword if variable length 
records are expected. 
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*** RENAME ERROR sslu FOR fd 
explanatory message 

Where: 

• ss is the status 

• lu is the logical unit 

• fd identifies the file 

• expl~natory message is one of the following: 

FILE DESCRIPTOR ERROR 
FILE DOES NOT EXIST 
NAME ALREADY EXISTS 
PRIVILEGE CANNOT BE GRANTED 

Program Action: 

Terminates if it is in batch mode; returns a prompt if it is in 
interactive mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

The user should correct the problem, then reissue the command if 
OS/32 COpy is in interactive mode. The program must be restarted 
if it is in batch mode. 
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* * * SYN'rAX ERROR - xxxx 

Where: 

• xxxx is one of the following: 

COMMAND LINE TOO LONG 
INVALID CHARACTER C I cha.r ' 
INVALID CHARAc'rER X' hex. value ' 
INVALID DECIMAL PARAMETER yyyy 
INVALID FILE DESCRIPTOR yyyy 
INVALID FILL yyyy 
INVALID FNAME yyyy 
INVALID HEX PARAMETER yyyy 
INVALID JULIAN DATE yyyy 
INVALID KEY yyyy 
INVALID KEYWORD yyyy 
INVALID PAD yyyy 
INVALID TERMINATOR yyyy 
INVALID VaLID yyyy 
MISSING PARAMETERS(S) 
TOO MANY PARAMETERS 
UNBALANCED PARENTHESIS 

• yyyy identifies the invalid paramet.er 

• char is an ASCII character 

• hex value is the hexadecimal value of a nonprlntable character 

Program Action: 

The program terminates if it is in batch mode; returns a prompt 
if it is in interactive mode. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

After the problem has been corrected, the program must be 
restarted if it is in batch modj9. The command can be reissued if 
the program is in interactive mode. 

END OF rrASK CODES: 

a - Normal Termination 

1 - Start Option Error 

2 - Errors in Batch Mode 
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.cONTINUE 

APPENDIX A 
COMMAND SUMMARY 

DELETE fd G fd ... J 

{ *}[lNEILEs~m}!] D.l.SPLAY fd ,. ::::::::::::::: 

NRECS =f::::;ii:2~m?} 
l~~mri~w.;; 
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.END 

FILES 

HF.LP [{ mnem*oniC}] 

* lrec1 b1k keys 

_iNPUT fd, r"t:;': / :~{{: GYARIABLE], r;;":Otlfll ELABErJ 

G,"F.,NAME=f rl] G YQLI D~ ic!l G .l?AD=ppJ 

LIST fd 

LOG fd 

NOLOG 

[{
NOFM}] [{No.!?" SFM}] [{BINARY}] :::: .QPTIONS , , GF ILL xx] 
FM PSFM ASCII 

[{
TERMINATOR=XXXX}] [{,CQNT INUE }] [, Y.ER~=.countJ 
,NOTE RM NQCQN'r I NUE Hit 

OUTPUT {f~} [. [Lrec g IfblkJ [YARIABLF.:] [{;;}] IZLABErJ 

[.ENAME=fn] GVQLID= icfl Gl'AD=pp] [EXf I RY=yyddct] J 
l?AUSE 
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.RENAME oldfd,newfd 

{
.INPUT} 

REWIND 
QUTPUT 

S.END STQf. 

{
LIST } [{n}] .wF.ILE , 
QUirpUT :ili 
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APPENDIX B 
TASK ESTABLISHMEN'r AND SIZE INFORMATION 

OS/32 COpy executes as a user task (u-task). The approximate 
size of the program, exclusive of buffer space provided when the 
task is loaded, is as follows: 

PURE segment 
IMPURE segment 

31 Kbyt.es 
5 Kbyt.es 

The following sequence can be used to build OS/32 COpy as a task: 

LOG CON: 
TITLE COPY32 
ESTABLISH TASK 
INCLUDE COPY32 
MAP CON: 
BUILD COPY32 
END 

COPY32 contains its LINK options imbedded within the distributed 
object file. Those options are: 

OPT SEG,WORK=X32DO,SYSSPACE:=XFFFFF,ACP 

'rhe OPTION WORK conunand spec if ies the 
reserved beyond the end of task. 
"WORK=" can be calculated by: 

n = 2* recmax + 1 

where: 

number of bytes to be 
The particular value n for 

recmax equals the largest expected record or magnetic tape 
block size. 

Should the user wish to override these options, he need only 
insert the new option conunand and parameter(s) after the INCLUDE 
command and before the BUILD command. 
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APPENDIX C 
TABLE OF DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

-----------------------------------_._---------------------------------------
I CONT. I INDEXED I I I LOCAL I HIGH SP LINE I I I I I I 
I FILES I FILES I TTY/KP I TTY/RP I CRT PTRP PRINTER I I I I I 

===-========------ -=-----===- --=-==_:= --=---===-===~=-=-~=-===--- --------== Read X X X X X X 

Write X X X X* X X X 

Binary X X X X 

Wait X X X X X X X 

Random X X 

Uncond. X X X X X X X 
Proceed 

Image X X X X X X X 

Rewind X X 

Backsp X X 
Record 

Forwsp X X 
Record 

Write X 
Fi1emark 

Backsp X X 
Fi1emark 

Inter- X X 
active 

Halt I/O X X X X X 

Device 0(0) 2(2) 16(10) 81(51) 34(22) 80(50) 112(70) 
Codes 17(11) 82(52) 36(24) 113 (71) 

18(12) 83(53) 37(25) 114(72) 
21(15) 38(26) 
22(16) 39(27) 
23(17) 

---------------------------------------------- -----------------------------
* Except for Carousel Reader 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------
I CARD I CD RDR I MY HEAD I FLOPPY I CASS. I 9 TRK I I 
I READER I PUNCH I DISK DISK TAPE I MAGTAPE I I I 

-------------------------------------------------------------------Read X X X X X X 

Write X X X X X 

Binary X X X X X X 

Wait X X X X X X 

Random X X 

Uncond. X X X X X X 
Proceed 

Image X X X X X 

Rewind X X 

Backsp X X 
Record 

Forwsp X X 
Record 

Write X X 
Filemark 

Forwsp X X 
Filemark 

Backsp X X 
Filemark 

Inter-
active 

Halt. I/O X X X X 

Device 96(60) 105(69) 49(31) 55(37) 66(42) 64(40) 
Codes 97(61) 50(32) 65(41) 

51(33) 
52(34) 
53(35) 
54(36) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX D 
LABELLED TAPE FILE FORMAT SUMMARY 

Tape Layouts 

A diagramatic summary of the IBM standard format for files 
occupying one or more tape volumes is as follows (where each kind 
of label, e.g. VOL1, HDR1, is an 80 byte record): 

Single File 
Single Volume 

VOL I 

HDRI 

HDR2* 

UHLI* 

UHLn* 

FM 

File 

- ______ 1 

FM 

EOFI 

EOF2 

UTLI* 

UTLn* 

FM 

FM 

*Optional labels 
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VOL I 

HDRI 

HDR2* 

UHLI* 

UHLn* 

FM 

F iI'st 
Part 
of 
File 

FM 

EO'll 

EO'l2 

UTl.I* 

UTLn* 

FM 

Single File 
Multiple Volumes 

-------
VOLI 

-------
HDRI 

-------
HDR2* 

-------
UHLI* 

-------

-------
UHLn* 

-------
FM 

-------
Last 
Part 
of 
File 

-------
FM 

-------
EOFI 

-------
EOF2 

-------
UTLI* 

-------

-------
UTLn* 

-------
FM 

-------
FM 

-------

} 

} 

} 

Volume Label 

Header 
Label 

User Header 
Labels 

File Trailer 
Labels 

User Trailer 
Labels 

End of 
File 
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A diagrammatic representation of the ANSI standard format for 
files occupying one or more tape volumes is as follows: 

Single File 
Single Volume 

VOLl 

HDRl 

HDR2* 

UHL* 

UHL* 

FM 

FILE 

FM 

EOFl 

EOF2* 
- - . ___ - ._ - I 

U'l'L* 

1'-'-·--' ._--

I UTL* 
:.- - ,,- .-- -- .- -
: PM 
: ".- --..... - - -
I FM 

* Optional labels 

0-2 

Single File 
Multiple Volumes 

I VOLl 
1,-,,--,,---'--
I HDRl : ---_ •.....• _-

HDR2* 

UHL* 

UHL* 

FM 

First 
Part 
of 
File 

FM 

EOVl 

EOV2* 

UTL* 

FM 

FM 

VOLl 

HDRl 

HDR2* 

UHL* 
1. __ . ____ _ 

UHL* 

FM 

Last 
Part 
of 
File 

FM 

Volume Label 

l File Header 

~ Labels 

User Header 
Labels 

EOFl I File Trailer 

~~~~~~~: L~els 
UTL* 

UTL* 

FM 

FM 

User Trailer 
Labels 

File 

I 
End of 
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For Labelled Files OS/32 COPY: 

1. Requires HDR2, EOF2 and EOV2 labels to be present on all 
input files, and always writes such labels to output files. 

2. Skips over (without processing) any number of user labels on 
input files, and writes none to output files. 

3. Checks for only one filemark at the end of a tape volume 
terminated by one or more end of volume (EOV) labels, but 
always writes two. 

4. Checks, or writes to, only those fields within labels which 
are a common subset of the IBM and ANSI standards. 

5. Assumes all identifiers (iels) within labels to include only 
characters 0-9, A-Z and -

TAPE LABE:L PROCESS ING 

The fields processed within the various labels are as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3 . 

Volume Label 

Label Identifier 
(Bytes 1-4) 

Volume Identifier 
(Bytes 5 .. -10) 

First Header Label 

Label Identifier 
(Bytes 1-4) 

File Identifier 
(Bytes 5-21) 

Creation Date 
(bytes 42-47) 
(taken from the 
system clock) 

Expiry Date 
(Bytes 48-53) 

Second Header Label 

Label Identifier 
(Bytes 1-4) 
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(80 bytes) 

(VOLl) 

(6 bytes) 
(alphanumeric) 

(80 bytes) 

( HDRl) 

(17 bytes) 
(left justified, 
space filled) 

(6 bytes) 
( yyddd) 

(6 bytes) 
( yyddd) 

(80 bytes) 

(HDR2) 
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4. 

Record Format 
(Byte 5) 

Block Length 
(Bytes 6-10) 

Record Length 
(Bytes 11-15) 

Blocked Record Indicator 
(Byte 39) 

First Trailer Label 

Label Identifier 
(Bytes 1-4) 

File Identifier 
(Bytes 5-21) 

Block Count 
(Bytes 55-60) 

5. Second Trailer Label 

Label Identifier 
(Byt.es 1-4) 

(F) 

(5 bytes, maximum 
decimal 32,760) 

(5 bytes, maximum 
decimal 32,760) 

(B if blocked 
records, 
blank otherwise) 

(80 bytes) 

(EOF 1) 
(EOV1) 

(17 bytes) 
(as in HOR1) 

(6 bytes decimal) 

(EOF2) 
(EOV2) 

Extra labels are bypassed but not processed or checked. 
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APPENDIX E 
THE TAPE LABELLER PROGRAM 

To label unlabelled tapes on Perkin-Elmer 32-bit processors, a 
free-standing tape labeller program is supplied, to be run under 
OS/32 or MTM. It is a non-overlaid program, supplied in task 
format. 

'rhe program: 

1. is supplied with a volume identifier and magnetic tape device 
name as start parameters; 

2. checks that the volume identifier is a 6-character name; 

3. rewinds the tape to be labelled, if necessary; 

4. writes a Volume Label (VOLl); 

5. writes a Header Label (HDR1) which is blank or zero other 
than the Label Identifier field; 

6. writes a tape mark. 

'rhe s'rART command is of the form: 

ST .{:} 'Volume- Identif ier' • Dev ice'-Name 

where A and E indicate ASCII and EBCDIC encoding, respectively. 

Example: 

ST ,A'600445',MAG1: 
ST ,E'999402',MAG2: 

'rhe device with the tape to be labelled is assigned to lul 
automatically by the program. 
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End of task return codes are: 

• 0 No error 

• 1 Error 

The program's size is 2.0Kb. 

Error messages generated by the Tape Labe11er Program: 

1. start Parameter Error Messages 

Message: 

DEVICE NAME IS TOO LONG 
or 
VOLUME IDENTIFIER IS TOO LONG 
or 
VOLUME IDENTIFIER CHARACTER IS NOT 0-9,A-Z OR
or 
QUOTES OR COMMA MISSING 
or 
A (ASCII) OR E (EBCDIC) MISSING 

Send to: 

System Console or MTM Terminal. 

Program Action: 

Ends with end of task code 1. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

Rerun with corrected start parameters. 
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2. File Access Error Messages 

Message: 

*** ASSIGN ERROR 

explanatory message 

where the explanatory message is one of: 

Send to: 

DEVICE NAME NOT FOUND 

DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPOR'!' WRITE 

DEVICE IS UNAVAILABLE 

DEVICE IS NOT A TAPE DRIVE 

System Console or MTM Terminal. 

Program Action: 

Ends with end of task code 1. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

Correct and rerun. 

3. I/O Error Messages 

Message: 

*** I/O ERROR 

explanatory message 
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where the explanatory message is one of: 

DEVICE IS UNAVAILABLE 

END OF MEDIUM ENCOUNTERED 

PARITY ERROR 

UNRECOVERABLE WR I TE ERROR 

Send to: 

System Console or MTM Terminal. 

Program Aetion: 

Ends with end of task code 1. 

Required User or Operator Action: 

Correct and rerun. 
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A 

ALLOCATE command 

ALLOCATE error 
ASCII/BINARY mode 
ASSIGN error 
ATTRIBUTE error 
ATTRIBUTE warning 

B 

Backward file 
Batch operations 
BF I LE command 

Blocking factors 
BRECORD command 

C 

Command summary 
Command syntax 

comment statements 
continuation of 
fd parameter 
mnemonics 
parameters 

Commands 
ALLOCATE 
BFILE 
BRECORD 
CONTINUE 
COPY 
DELETE 
DISPLAY 
END 
FFILE 
FILES 
FRECORD 
HELP 
INPUT 
LIST 
LOG 
NOLOG 
OPTIONS 
OUTPUT 
PAUSE 
RENAME 
REWIND 
SEND STOP 
VERIFY 
WFILE 

Communicating with OS/32 COpy 
Concatenating files 
CONTINUE command 

CONTINUE/NOCONT option 
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INDEX 

3-.2 
4-15 
5-.2 
3-.32 
5-;3 
5-·~ 
5-.5 

3-:~0 
3-35 
3-2 
4-9 
3-41 
3-;~ 

4-10 

A-I 

4-!i 
4-~1 

4-4 
4-3 
4-4 

4-fi 
4-9 
4-10 
4-11 
4-12 
4-16 
4-17 
4-19 
4-2~0 
4-2.2 
4-2~5 
4-2:6 
4-28 
4-31 
4-32 
4-33 
4-34 
4-37 
4-4.0 
4-41 
4-42 
4-43 
4-44 
4-47 
2-5 
3-14 
3-1 
4-11 
3-26 

COpy command 

COpy operations 
copying disk files with 
protection keys 

copying multiple files 
copying part of a file 
copying variable length 
records 

implicit file 
specification 

Copying 
between unlabelled tapes 
disk file to another 
file or device 

disk files with 
protection keys 

from labelled tapes 
from unlabelled magnetic 
tapes 

labelled magnetic tape 
multiple files with a 
single command 

part of a file 
to and from other devices 
to unlabelled magnetic 
tapes 

variable length records 
Current file maintenance 

D 

Default assignments of list 
and log devices 

Default values 
for block size 
for record length 

DELETE command 

DELETE error 
Determination of file 
attributes 

Device characteristics 
DISPLAY command 

Displaying files 

END command 

End of file 
End of medium 
End of volume 

E 

End of volume handling 
Error handling 

batch mode 
interactive mode 

3-1 
4-12 

3-21 
3-17 
3-18 

3-22 

3-16 

3-5 

3-3 

3-21 
3-6 

3-4 
3-6 

3-17 
3-18 
3-12 

3-3 
3-22 
4-1 

2-4 
3-36 

3-5 
3-5 
3-2 
4-16 
5-6 

4-1 
C-l 
3-1 
4-17 
3-26 

3-1 
4-19 
3-13 
3-15 
3-14 
3-36 
3-36 
5-1 
5-1 
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Error handling (Continued) 
return code 

F,G 

Features available 
accomplishing data 
transfer operations 

controlling operational 
environment 

controlling program flow 
describing files for use 
modifying COPY or VERIFY 
operations 

obtaining file 
assignment information 

obtaining help on 
command use 

positioning files 
providing file 

management functions 
FF ILE command 

1" i Ie attr ibutes 
determination of 

File handling 
File maintenance 

current 
File positioning 
File positioning commands 

Filemark recognition 
Filemarks 
Files 

displaying 
FILES command 

FILL character designation 
Forward file 
FRECORD command 

H 

HELP command 
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I,J ,K 

I/O error 
Implicit file specification 
INPUT command 

Input file defaults 
INPUT FILE error 
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY error 
INVALID BLOCK/RECORD SIZE 
error 

5-1 

3-1 

3-2 
3-1 
3-1 

3-1 

3-2 

3-2 
3-2 

3-2 
3-2 
4-20 

4-1 
4-1 

4-1 
3-28 
3-2 
4-3 
3-32 
3-30 

3-26 
3-2 
3-35 
4-22 
3-34 
3-30 
3-2 
4-25 

3-2 
4-26 

5-11 
3-16 
3-1 
4-28 
4-2 
5-8 
5-10 

5-9 

L 

Labelled magnetic tape 
LABELLED TAPE error 
Labelled tape file format 

summary 
List and log devices 

default assignments of 
LIST command 

LIST FILE error 
Loading 05/32 COpy 

in MTM environment 
in OS/32 environment 

LOG command 

M 

Message summary 
Modes of program operation 

batch 
interactive 

N 

NOLOG command 

Nonempty output files 
handling of 

o 

OPTIONS command 

05/32 COpy 
communicating with 
features available 
features supported by 
general description 
loading 
pausing 
resuming 
starting 
stopping 

OUTPUT command 

output files 
automatic allocation of 
disk-to-disk 
tape-to-disk 

Output labelled tapes 
use of tape labeller 

program 

P,Q 

Parameters 

4-2 
5-12 

0-1 

3-36 
3-2 
3-35 
4-31 
5-13 
2-1 
2~2 

2-1 
3-2 
3-35 
4-32 

5-2 
2-5 
2-6 
2-5 

3-2 
3-35 
4-33 

3-36 

3-1 
4-34 

2-5 
3-1 
1-1 
1-1 
2-1 
2-7 
2-7 
2-3 
2-6 
3-1 
4-37 

3-20 
3-20 
3-20 

3-9 

4-4 
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PAUSE command 

Pausing the program 
Positioning files 
Positioning records 
Prompt character 
Pseudo filemark option 
Pseudo filemark recognition 
Pseudo filemarks 

R 

RECORD LENGTH error 
Record positioning 
RENAME command 
RENAME commands 
RENAME error 
Resuming the program 
Return code 
RETURN key 
REWIND command 

S 

Seg-size increment 
when copying contiguous 
files 

SEND STOP command 

SEND STOP processing 
START command 

command device 
examples 
list device 
log device 

Starting OS/32 COpy 
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3--1 
4-40 
2-7 
3-28 
3-30 
2-5 
3-14 
3-33 
3-30 
4-9 

5-14 
3-30 
3-2 
4-41 
5-15 
2-7 
5-1 
2-5 
3-2 
4-42 

2-2 

2-3 
2-6 
3-1 
4-43 
3-36 
2-3 
3-2 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
2-3 

Stopping OS/32 COpy 
terminating command 
operations 

terminating programs 
SYNTAX error 

T 

Tape label processing 
Tape labeller program 
Tape labels 

ANSI format 
IBM format 

Tape recording densities 
TASK command 
Task establishment and size 

information 
Terminator, user-specified 
Terminator sequence 

U 

User-specified terminator 

v 

VERIFY command 

Verifying 
following a copy 
operation 

without a COpy command 

w-z 

WF I LE command 

Writing filemarks 

2-6 
2-6 
5-16 

0-3 
E-l 

3-6 
3-6 
3-4 
2-6 

B-1 
3-12 
3-33 

3-12 

3-1 
4-44 

3-23 
3-25 

3-2 
4-47 
3-31 
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